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ABSTRACT 
Government agencies and the Department of Defense in particular, 
require decision-support tools when making funding decisions regarding 
portfolios of programs or projects. Government agencies have had some success 
in applying Project Portfolio Management (PPM) when choosing among potential 
programs; however, once programs are underway, financial managers routinely 
face funding optimization decisions similar to those of private-sector stock market 
portfolio managers. While private-sector portfolio managers rely on “stock-price” 
based financial portfolio analysis to aid decision making, government financial 
managers lack an equivalent “stock-price” metric for program or project 
performance. This research suggests the government’s Earned Value 
Management System (EVMS) metrics may be used to generate a suitable proxy 
with which financial portfolio analysis can be conducted. From this analysis, risk 
and return trade-offs can be quantified and used when making portfolio 
decisions. An example using representative EVM data is presented.  
Recommendations on the possible applicability and limitations of the technique 
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Recent initiatives within the Department of Defense (DoD) examine 
portfolio management as a potential tool to aid government managers in making 
both initial program capital investment decisions and in assessing the 
performance of ongoing programs.  Private-sector stock fund managers have 
long used portfolio theory to construct and manage stock portfolios to meet 
investor risk and return goals.   The use of portfolio theory would therefore 
appear to provide a well documented and rational, quantitative tool for 
government portfolio analysis.  However, directly applying portfolio theory to 
government portfolios has been stymied by the lack of a suitable proxy for the 
private-sector “stock price” with which to perform the requisite calculations.  
Meanwhile, at the individual project (or program) level, government project 
managers often use Earned Value Management (EVM) data to evaluate, 
manage, and report the progress of their project.  EVM data allow the project 
manager to quantitatively measure whether a project is on schedule and within 
budget.   The coupling of EVM, with its potential to provide price proxy, with 
portfolio theory may provide a valuable tool for government portfolio analysis. 
B. BACKGROUND 
The concept of portfolio management has broad application and meaning 
within the federal government.  By definition a portfolio is a grouping of objects 
with at least one common characteristic.  This common characteristic links the 
portfolio’s individual elements; tacitly acknowledging the key concept that the 
elements can be, to some degree, correlated with one another. Government 
portfolios tend to be arranged by: organization, resource, function, or phase. 
Examples of such groupings include: “Department of Energy projects,” “military 
personnel,” “flood control projects,” and “systems procurement,” respectively.  
Many government portfolios are combinations of the above. Within the 
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Department of the Navy (an organization), aircraft (a resource), may be grouped 
by procurement (a phase).  Although government organizations routinely group 
assets and assign personnel to oversee them, referring to these groupings as 
“portfolios” is not common.  Indeed, within the Department of the Navy, financial 
managers overseeing procurement, operations and maintenance, and ship 
construction accounts do not routinely perceive them as “portfolios.”  
For government financial management, most agencies and organizations 
create de-facto financial portfolios (such as the Department of the Navy example 
above) and assign a financial manager to orchestrate the flow of funds in and out 
of the portfolio.  The financial manager works during the planning, programming, 
and budgeting process to ensure that budget requests are ultimately crafted that 
support both individual project or program goals and overarching fiscal guidance 
and constraints.  During budget execution, the financial manager is routinely 
required to alter portfolio funding allocations due to unplanned costs or savings 
either within components of the portfolio, or because of emergent external 
requirements.   
The challenges faced by portfolio managers are exemplified within the 
ongoing saga of the “federal Information Technology (IT) portfolio.” 1 Over the 
past decade, federal IT allocations and expenditures have received a great deal 
of Congressional attention, highlighting the concept of portfolio-based decision-
making. After watching aggregate federal IT expenditures skyrocket, Congress 
passed the Clinger-Cohen Act in 1996 requiring agencies to: better plan IT 
investments, link IT requirements with missions, and to institute consistent 
standards and policies to control and monitor IT investments (Powner, 2006)- in 
short, to develop a rational framework for IT funding decisions.   
As the organization charged with overall budget responsibility, the Office 
of Budget and Management (OMB) began requiring that agencies account for the 
                                            
1 A significant issue was, and to a lesser extent continues to be, that there is no “federal IT 
portfolio.”  The federal government did not group or assign a manager to monitor aggregate 
federal IT spending. Government agencies or departments made independent IT funding 
requests, often with no agency “IT portfolio” or manager, either. Rather, each agency sub-unit 
established requirements and desired IT funding. 
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“risk” of their IT “portfolios.”  Specifically, the OMB now requires government 
agencies to report “high-risk” IT projects based on four criteria (Powner, 2006).  If 
projects are deemed “high-risk,” OMB requires agencies to report additional 
information. Of the 64 billion dollars budgeted for Fiscal Year 2007 IT 
expenditures, 226 IT programs totaling 6.4 billion dollars, or ten percent of all 
federal IT expenditures, are considered high risk (Powner, 2006). 
While the OMB guidelines outline project management requirements- that 
clear requirements and a budget exist, that budget execution variances should 
be tracked, that duplication should be avoided, and that qualified management 
personnel should be assigned (Powner, 2006), the guidelines do not address 
how an agency IT portfolio manager is to make decisions among the various IT 
projects within the portfolio.  If a project has been identified as high risk and fails 
to meet its cost or schedule goals, should funding be reduced, increased, or left 
the same?  If a project is high risk and over-budget, should other IT projects be 
trimmed to provide the required funds?   
C. RESEARCH QUESTION 
This research will examine whether the use of EVM data in accordance 
with current portfolio theory might prove a valuable additional tool for managing a 
portfolio’s risk and return.  In support of this examination, this research will 
question: 
• How portfolio funding decisions are currently made? 
• Whether Earned Value Data is a suitable price “proxy”? 
• How Portfolio analysis might be practically implemented 
D. BENEFITS 
This research aims to give mid-to-high-level government financial portfolio 
managers an additional tool with which to analyze the financial aspects of their 
portfolios, both suggesting and supporting rational, quantitative reallocations of 
portfolio funds based on stated risk and return goals.  Ideally, this tool could 
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increase government financial efficiency by identifying and exploiting 
relationships between portfolio projects, thereby reducing financial risk while 
maintaining the overall portfolio expected return (or value).   
E. SCOPE 
Portfolio management can be conducted by various methods for 
groupings (portfolios) of: new projects, desired capabilities, life-cycle costs, and 
many others.  In order to narrow the scope of this research, the only portfolio 
management method examined will be portfolio theory-based analysis. 
Additionally, only a small portfolio consisting of five representative Department of 
Defense acquisition programs with Earned Value data will be considered.  As a 
practical matter, this means all programs considered in the portfolio analysis will 
be currently in procurement (i.e. in the Technology Development, System 
Development and Demonstration, or Production and Deployment acquisition 
phases) and valued over $73 million in Research, Development, Test and 
Evaluation (RDT&E) or over $315 million in procurement dollars (Fiscal Year 
2000 constant dollars) (Department of Defense Directive 5000.2 [DoDD 5000.2], 
2003). 
F. METHODOLOGY 
As a first step in judging the practicality of applying portfolio theory using 
EVM data, this research will draw selected EVM data from a representative and 
accessible government database. To demonstrate portfolio theory-based 
analysis while limiting the complexity and scope of this research, five 
representative programs from a typical acquisition portfolio will be selected for 
analysis. The raw EVM data extracted from the database will be presented and 
discussed.  Potential methods of converting the EVM raw data into 
representative return on investment or “stock price” values will be examined, and 
a suitable conversion selected. 
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Based on this converted (normalized) EVM data, variances and co-
variances between programs within the portfolio will be calculated.  Potential 
“investor” (portfolio manager) goals for portfolio risk and return will be reviewed 
and a suitable strategy selected.   
Two non-linear programming models with variables representing the 
potential weighting of each program, the calculated co-variance values, and 
selected “investment” (portfolio) constraints will be constructed and entered into 
selected software in order to determine “optimal” program weightings within the 
portfolio.  The first model will be constrained primarily by the selected 
“investment” strategy (for instance maintaining return while reducing risk) and 
should yield an “optimal” portfolio.  However, given that financial managers 
cannot and would not want to make the potentially dramatic weighting (funding) 
shifts required for an “optimal” portfolio, a second model with significantly more 
constraints will be analyzed.  The second model will assume a reduction in 
portfolio value (funding) and will have constraints limiting the amount of weighting 
change programs can accept with a strategic goal of maintaining return while 
reducing risk.   
G. LIMITATIONS 
As previously discussed, this research will be limited to an analysis of five 
representative acquisition programs with EVM data.  The analysis presented in 
this research cannot be directly applied to portfolios containing programs lacking 
EVM data.  Analysis of larger EVM supported portfolios requires significantly 
more computation (exponential growth) and can easily exceed the capacity of un-
tailored software packages.  Relationships, if any, between the results obtained 
from this analysis and other portfolio management methods are not examined.  
This analysis gives only minor consideration (in the second model) to real-world 
requirements, political and social factors, or fiscal realities, which are likely to 
significantly impact funding allocation/reallocation decisions. 
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H. ORGANIZATION OF THESIS 
This thesis is organized into five sections, an introduction, literature 
review, data collection and methodology, data analysis and results, and 
recommendations and conclusions.  The introduction provides an overview of 
what this research is about, why it is important, its potential benefits, and how it 
will be conducted. 
The literature review section familiarizes the reader with Modern Portfolio 
Theory (MPT), Project Portfolio Management, and EVM.   The section also 
reviews existing research within these fields and common uses for each of the 
concepts.  The section also presents and discusses various non-MPT based 
research employing “portfolio analysis” terms, in order that the reader may be 
familiar with alternative portfolio analysis definitions.  Finally, the literature review 
presents three examples of research addressing non-traditional (non-financial) 
applications of MPT. 
The data collection and methodology section presents and discusses the 
raw EVM data which form the basis of the ultimate analysis.  A discussion of 
various conversion or data normalization schemes for the raw data is presented, 
and a favored method is selected.  A discussion of the calculations required in 
computing the necessary co-variances is detailed.  Two non-linear programming 
models are suggested and discussed with emphasis on the selection of a 
portfolio risk and return strategy and model constraints. 
Data analysis and results are presented in the section of the same name.  
The quantitative portfolio weighting results are presented and their implications 
discussed for both models.  
Finally, the potential application of the results to government portfolios is 
presented in the recommendations and conclusions section.  Strengths and 
weaknesses of the analysis are discussed.  Ideas for further research and 
integration of this research with other portfolio management techniques are also 
examined. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Although government and business differ in many ways, financial 
managers in both sectors are interested in determining where to invest resources 
to gain a desired return with a minimum of risk.  Literature on this topic is 
extensive, generally falling into three categories: How to determine where to 
invest, how to monitor performance of current investments, and how to determine 
when to divest. Both government and business face challenges from top 
organizational levels to manage portfolios of projects or activities.  Individually, 
each of the projects within a portfolio should support some or all of the 
organization’s goals. 
A review of the existing literature for applications of Financial Portfolio 
Analysis as contemplated by this research has yielded relatively few results.  
While the idea of applying portfolio theory to non-financial portfolios is not new, 
the lack of readily available market data upon which to perform the required 
statistical calculations make broader application problematic.  Indeed, as 
Bonham (2005) relates, Markowitz himself acknowledged that others hoped to 
extend his theory to other portfolios, but he questioned the applicability due to 
differing constraints and other factors.    
Accordingly, a review of the broader literature dealing with financial 
portfolio analysis as described by portfolio theory, the theory and practice of 
Project Portfolio Management (PPM), and the theory and application of EVM is 
presented to establish the foundational knowledge upon which this research 
builds.  Then the small body of available literature dealing directly with financial 





A. MODERN PORTFOLIO THEORY (MPT) 
Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) stems from the work of Dr. Harry 
Markowitz (Reilly & Brown, 1997).  MPT is the basis of today’s portfolio theory. 
Markowitz (Markowitz, 1952) first describes the basis for MPT in an analysis of 
alternative portfolio selection strategies.  In his seminal November 1952 Journal 
of Finance article, Markowitz examines two potential portfolio selection rules.  
The first rule has a financial portfolio manager select securities based on 
maximizing the portfolio’s discounted expected return.  This rule, or a variation, 
seems reasonable and was (and is) often used by investors.  Using this rule the 
investor (or manager) picks only stocks with the highest expected returns in order 
that the sum of the individual stocks’ expected returns will give the maximum 
aggregate, or mean, portfolio return.   
Markowitz rejects the maximization of discounted expected returns rule 
because it gives no consideration to the accepted idea of portfolio diversification 
(Markowitz, 1952).  The principle of diversification is generally recognized as 
valid and valuable.  Diversification has been culturally enshrined in axioms like, 
“Don’t put all your eggs in one basket,” and is referred to in Shakespeare’s The 
Merchant of Venice with a character stating he rests more easily knowing his 
fortunes are not dependent upon one ship, estate, or event (Rubenstein, 2002).  
Recent stock market examples can also be used to illustrate the risks of following 
a maximizing expected returns strategy.  The rule had managers fill their 
portfolios with technology stocks during a period of rapid technology growth.  
While this strategy generated maximum returns for a period, it had significant 
investor risk when the trend reversed.  Markowitz uses this rejection to remind 
the reader of the difference between investment and speculation- investment 
seeks the best return while accepting as little risk as possible, while speculation 
seeks the maximum return possible regardless of risk (Markowitz, 1952).  
In contrast to the maximum return rule, Markowitz presents a second 
“expected returns – variance of returns (E-V) rule.”  This rule seeks to maximize 
expected returns for a given variance of returns (risk), or alternatively, to 
minimize variance (risk) for a given expected return.  It is this rule that forms the 
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basis for Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT).  Using statistical mathematics and 
analytical geometry, Markowitz demonstrates that this rule provides an efficient 
portfolio of stocks where expected returns are maintained while variance (risk) is 
minimized (Markowitz, 1952).    
The unobvious truth Markowitz illuminates is that while expected returns 
are additive, the variances, or risks, are not- they depend upon the relationship 
(or correlation) between the individual stocks, known as co-variance.  Thus, 
given two different portfolios with equivalent portfolio expected returns and 
variances (but with different individual components), an investor who invested 
equally in both portfolios, would enjoy the same expected return and a lower 
variance (risk) than if he or she invested everything in either of the two original 
portfolios.  This seemingly paradoxical result stems from the fact that individual 
components within the two nominally identical portfolios can move in opposite 
directions, canceling out some of the variance in the aggregate portfolio.  The 
Figure 1 plot of the calculated aggregate risk and return of the two-portfolio 
example assuming different co-variances illustrates the concept.  If the two 
portfolios are perfectly correlated, the risk-return relationship for varying portfolio 
component weightings is linear connecting the two portfolios.  As the correlation 
between the two portfolios decreases, the risk-return relationship becomes an 
arc between the two portfolios.  When the two portfolios are perfectly negatively 
correlated, meaning as one portfolio goes up the other comes equally down, the 
arc is at its most distended.  Markowitz more fully explores the mathematics and 
the resulting ramifications on sample financial portfolios and explores methods of 




Figure 1.   Portfolio Risk-Return Plots for Different Weights and Correlations (After 
Reilly & Brown, 2003). 
 
 
Markowitz’s rigorous portfolio selection theory is the basis for the financial 
portfolio analysis widely used today by financial managers.  Markowitz’ 
contribution to financial theory was recognized in 1990 when he was awarded the 
Nobel Prize in economics along with William F. Sharpe, and Merton H. Miller.  
Since MPT is based on sound mathematical derivation, the theory remains 
unchallenged and widely accepted.  However, as with most theories, Markowitz 
makes several simplifying assumptions related to investor and market behavior.   
The ultimate goal of MPT is to minimize the portfolio risk associated with a 
particular return, or, conversely, to maximize the return for a given level of risk. 
The desire to minimize risk or maximize return is based on certain rational 
assumptions about risk and return.  For instance, investors are risk averse, 
avoiding any unnecessary risk in pursuing a return (Reilly et al., 2003).  Second, 
investors require a higher return for bearing greater risk (Reilly et al., 2003).  
Finally, investors have a profit motive- they will select the investments with higher 
returns given the same level of risk (Reilly et al., 2003).  MPT further assumes 
that financial markets are efficient, meaning that all relevant information about 
the firm underlying the security is known in the marketplace- that the stock’s price 
is a fair representation of its value (Reilly et al., 2003).  Additionally, Markowitz 
assumes that markets are liquid, meaning that the various assets are available 
and transactions occur quickly (Markowitz, 1952). 
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Ultimately, the inputs MPT uses are built on assumptions reflecting a 
simplified optimal reality, variations in the validity of any of which can result in 
sub-optimal portfolios.  As Markowitz himself points out, “The Rational Man, like 
the unicorn, does not exist” (Markowitz, 1959).  The various investor assumptions 
presented above break down in varying degrees in various situations.  For 
instance, “PepsiCo may feel that it would be inappropriate to invest in Coca-Cola 
or Dr Pepper/Seven Up, Inc” despite its potential contribution to PepsiCo’s 
investment portfolio (Bonham, 2005).  Recent trends in socially responsible 
investing and government regulations or requirements are additional examples 
where “rational” investor behavior may not be realized (Bonham, 2005).  Despite 
these difficulties, portfolio managers continue to use MPT for portfolio 
management because it provides a valid, rational framework from which to start 
to make portfolio decisions.  As alternative behavioral portfolio theories were 
proposed, some, such as Nevins, have responded by using the proposed 
behavioral theories to essentially modify the input data used by MPT (Nevins, 
2004).  Indeed, much of the difficulty in effectively employing MPT is in 
determining the expected return and variance (risk) values to be used in the 
portfolio analysis. 
While Logue and Madura and Abernathy have documented difficulties in 
achieving the efficient portfolios outlined by Markowitz’s theory, it remains a 
primary tool and rational starting point for financial portfolio managers (Logue, 
1982) (Madura & Abernathy, 1985).  Two key difficulties faced by portfolio 
managers using MPT are: generating accurate expected return and variance 
values and how often to update, recalculate, and rebalance the portfolio. 
Because updating, recalculating, and rebalancing the portfolio takes time and 
incurs real world transaction costs, the costs of a sub-optimal portfolio must be 
weighed against the costs of the analysis and transactions required to make it 





B. PROJECT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT (PPM) 
Project Portfolio Management (PPM) is a relatively new management 
concept (Levine, 2005).  Although the management of a portfolio of projects is 
applicable to a broad variety of industries, the Information Technology (IT) field 
has provided fertile ground for PPM due to the tremendous investment 
requirements and the spectacular failures it has produced.  It is easy to envision 
how the rapid advances in IT hardware and software have enabled ever-
expanding solutions to be offered to organizations.  Often, these solutions are 
implemented as IT projects using current state-of-art technology.  Unfortunately, 
as technology, organizational needs, and the number of projects increase, the 
cost, complexity, and digression from the originally envisioned benefits quickly 
grow (Levine, 2005). As a recent Government Accountability Office report notes, 
the sheer size of IT spending in the federal government - 64 billion dollars in the 
President’s 2007 Budget (Powner, 2006); and testimony before Congress 
indicates a desire to ensure that these funds are not squandered on risky and or 
redundant projects (Evans, 2004); have further accelerated IT PPM efforts.   
Fundamentally, PPM seeks to select and guide projects which give the 
organization the best-expected return for a given level of risk.  As such, PPM is 
conceptually tied to Markowitz’s MPT.  Indeed, PPM has its origins in MPT, in 
that the goals of project portfolio managers are largely the same as those of 
Markowitz’s financial portfolio managers; namely, to “maximize return for a given 
risk,” “minimize risk for a given return,” “avoid high correlation,” and “[tailor] to the 
individual company” (Bonham, 2005).   However, “the additional complexities 
project management brings to MPT” have made it difficult to quantify into data 
suitable for the quadratic programming methods used for financial portfolio 
analysis (Bonham, 2005).  Thus, PPM attempts to achieve the goals of MPT by 
using management processes to evaluate and monitor project portfolios. 
A key tenet of PPM discussed in literature is the requirement for “strategic 
alignment” (Bonham, 2005) (Levine, 2005). The PPM strategic alignment process 
checks to ensure that a project supports the overall organization’s goals.  While 
this may seem obvious, large organizations with various internal divisions or units 
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have embarked upon projects that met the needs of the internal unit while failing 
to support the goals of the overall organization.  Ultimately, PPM strategic 
alignment is an attempt to value a project’s “expected return.”   
Consider two projects for a package delivery company with the same 
estimated costs, risks, and estimated savings; one project tracks packages more 
efficiently, the other tracks company health-related expenses.  Both are 
beneficial, however the package tracking project is more aligned with the strategy 
of the company.  In valuing the two projects the package tracking project should 
have a greater expected return compared to the health-related expense tracker.  
An appropriate output of a PPM strategic alignment process would be a 
prioritized value ranking of potential projects (Bonham, 2005) (Levine, 2005). 
PPM evaluates risk between projects by primarily qualitative or analogous 
measures. Bonham believes that project process “flexibility” should be 
considered to reduce risk (Bonham, 2005).   At its heart, PPM attempts to reduce 
risk by ensuring that some level of management is evaluating potential projects, 
providing resources for approved projects, monitoring project interrelations and 
interactions, and redirecting or terminating projects that no longer support the 
organization’s strategy. 
C. EARNED VALUE MANAGEMENT (EVM) 
EVM as a management tool for project managers has been in use for 
approximately forty years (Westcott, 2006).  The primary driving force behind the 
implementation of EVM in the United States has been federal law, which has 
required the use of EVM on projects or programs exceeding certain financial 
thresholds (“OMB Ratchets,” 2005).  In addition to government projects, EVM 
has attracted support from various private-sector industries and academic 
institutions involved in financial and accounting research.  
EVM measures a single project or program’s performance against a 
defined project or program plan (Ruskin, 2004).  In order for EVM to be 
successfully employed, all the tasks that collectively make up the project must be 
reasonably identified before the project begins. The individual tasks are 
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commonly mapped out in a traditional Work-Breakdown Structure (WBS) and 
Work Package graphics identifying estimated cost, duration, and any task 
interdependencies (Ruskin, 2004).  This naturally leads to speculation that EVM 
may be unsuitable for projects where evolving requirements and technologies are 
present.  However, the federal government has successfully used EVM for cost-
reimbursable contract management, a contract type specifically chosen when a 
project or program is expected to evolve.  Additionally, reasonable evidence has 
been presented that EVM can be adapted to programs using “spiral 
development,” a development methodology meant to deal with uncertain and 
changing requirements and technologies (Brownsword and Smith, 2005).  
As an illustration, a project requiring construction of a simple, wooden 
chair could be defined with the following four tasks: purchase wood, cut wood to 
plan, assemble chair, paint chair.  The first task might have the following 
duration, cost, and interdependencies: four hours to select, purchase, and 
transport wood; a total cost of 60 dollars (40 dollars of labor at 10 dollars an hour, 
18 dollars in materials, and 2 dollars for transportation); and a task 
interdependency requiring that this task be accomplished before any other task.  
In similar fashion, the cutting task is estimated to take two hours, 22 dollars, and 
must occur after purchase and before assembly.  Assembly will take half an hour, 
cost 15 dollars, and must occur after purchase and cutting.  Painting will take one 
hour, cost 20 dollars, and must be done after purchase and cutting, but either 
before or after assembly.  A Gantt Chart depicting the Work Packages for the 





Figure 2.   Work Package, Chair Construction Project. 
 
EVM captures three primary measures: planned work, actual work 
completed, and scheduled work completed (Ruskin, 2004).  For government 
contracts, this information is transmitted in Cost Performance Reports (CPRs) 
and Contractor Cost Data Reports (CCDRs).  The differences, referred to as 
“variances,” between these three measures give the project manager an 
indication of whether the project is proceeding on budget and schedule.   It is 
important to note that the “variances” discussed in EVM are not the same as the 
mathematical variances of statistics, but are simply the difference between 
planned and actual values.  From these basic measures various additional ratios 
and estimates related to the project can be made.  Although the Work Packages 
contain additional information, the dollar values of the tasks are the salient 
measure by which management evaluates the progress of the project.  From the 
example above, the wooden chair project tasks can be totaled, indicating that 
overall the project is expected to take 7.5 hours and cost 117 dollars.  The 117 
dollar cost at project completion is referred to as the Budget At Completion 
(BAC). 
Some of the differences in the practical application of EVM occur in how 
work is credited toward a project once underway.  Although there are many 
permutations, three basic methods stand out: the fifty percent rule, the 
percentage complete rule, and the work phase rule.  Using the fifty percent rule, 
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a task is considered fifty percent complete once work on the task is started.  The 
remaining fifty percent is credited to the task when the task is completed.  Tasks 
are marked as started by filling in the leading task triangle and marked as 
completed by filling in the trailing task triangle.  The percent complete rule uses 
professional judgment or some other metric to determine what percentage of the 
task is completed.  Finally, the work phase rule assigns percentages to various 
phases of the task and uses the summed percentages of the phases underway 
and previously completed to determine the percent of the task complete (Ruskin, 
2004).  Thus, a task may have a design, a build, and a test phase with thirty 
percent, thirty percent, and forty percent respective phase weightings.  
Assuming the wooden chair project has commenced, various EVM 
calculations can be performed (the fifty percent rule is used). Information 
available to management is that the project started 6.3 hours ago (marked in 
Figure 2 as “now”), that the purchasing and cutting tasks have been completed, 
the assembly task has begun, and that 92 dollars have been spent.  The 92 
dollars is the Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP) in that this is the amount of 
costs incurred to date.  Next, management examines the Work Package to 
determine the amount of work expected to be performed in the first six hours.  
According to the plan, purchasing at 60 dollars and cutting at 22 dollars, for a 
total of 82 dollars, was expected- this is the Budgeted Cost of Work Scheduled 
(BCWS).  Finally, the tasks actually completed or underway are examined.  
Purchasing and cutting have been completed, representing 82 dollars of work, 
and assembly is underway, meaning that the task is 50 percent complete, or 7.5 
dollars complete.  Summing these values results in 89.5 dollars of Budgeted Cost 
of Work Performed (BCWP).   
Management can now determine schedule variance by subtracting the 
plan from the actual, or BCWP minus BCWS (89.5 dollars minus 82 dollars), to 
be 7.5 dollars ahead of schedule (a positive result).  Similarly, management can 
compare budgeted costs with actual costs to determine budget “variance” by 
subtracting ACWP from BCWP (89.5 dollars minus 92 dollars) resulting in a 
negative 2.5 dollars (over cost).  Thus, EVM shows the wooden chair project to 
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be ahead of schedule (by 7.5 dollars) and over budget (by 2.5 dollars). 
Management typically conducts a variance analysis to determine causes and 
potential solutions. In this case, further investigation may find that a highly-skilled 
worker was used to construct the chair.  The highly skilled worker completed the 
task more quickly than planned and was paid a higher labor rate than planned.  
Management can also determine whether this was a one-time (regular worker out 
sick) or recurring event (highly-skilled worker only employee), and take action to 
correct the situation.   
The variance information can also be used to produce an updated 
estimate for the cost of the entire project, referred to as the Estimate At 
Completion (EAC).  EAC can be calculated using different methods, depending 
on the nature of the variances (Defense Acquisition University [DAU], 2005).  
One method has EAC equalling the value of the actual work completed to this 
point, plus the remaining work scheduled divided by an efficiency factor (called 
the Cost Performance Index [CPI]), which corrects the remaining work for how 
well the project has been performing.  92 dollars has been actually spent, which 
is added to the work remaining (BAC – BCWP, 117 dollars minus 89.5 dollars) 
27.5 dollars divided by the efficiency factor CPI (BCWP/ACWP, 89.5 dollars 
divided by 92 dollars) 0.973, or 28.26 dollars, yielding an EAC of 120.26 dollars.  
Thus the overall project variance (or Variance At Completion [VAC]) at this point 
is BAC minus EAC- 117 dollars minus 120.26 dollars, or 3.26 dollars. 
“EVM is a standard tool of commercial and government managers for the 
evaluation of various types of projects,” and is, “…such a useful tool that it has 
been approved as an American National Institute Standard, ANSI 748” (Alvarado, 
Silverman &Wilson, 2004).  EVM, “…is considered the best method for tracking 
and controlling the performance of a project.  Earned Value provides leading 
indicators of future problems as well as the magnitude and significance of 
performance issues in current and past periods” (Westcott, 2006).  Research 
examining several 1990s defense programs to determine whether EVM produced 
reliable predictive information on program budget and schedule trends has been 
done (Christensen & Templin, 2002). The research found that EVM did fairly 
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accurately bound final program costs from early program development 
(Christensen & Templin, 2002).  However, despite a forty-year history and 
general success, EVM is still used on only approximately one percent of projects 
(Marshall, 2005). Marshall surmises that the federal government’s requirement 
that mainly large cost-reimbursable (CR) projects utilize EVM appears to have 
created a bias in the private-sector to adopt EVM only for a relatively small 
number of large CR projects.   
D. APPLICATIONS OF MPT TO NON-TRADITIONAL PORTFOLIOS 
The literature pertaining to applications of MPT portfolio analysis of non-
traditional (i.e. non-financial) portfolios is fairly limited.  The reason for this limited 
body of literature appears to be the difficulty in identifying suitable project data 
upon which to apply MPT.   Three common data issues plague non-financial 
portfolios. First is the lack of quantifiable data, especially during initial project 
selection.  Most data are qualitative at this stage, and any available quantitative 
data tend to be subjective and highly dependent upon the data source.  This is 
distinctly different from financial stock portfolios, where the evaluation of a 
particular stock not yet in the portfolio can be accomplished using daily closing 
prices for the stock in question.  For non-financial portfolios, such as an 
Information Technology portfolio, an established market value, or price, for 
emergent technology is not available and various estimates or approximations 
must be used.   
The second difficulty is that even where data are available, they are often 
not uniform across the various projects in the portfolio making the results of a 
MPT analysis suspect.  For a financial portfolio the stock price and its variation 
over time represent the market’s judgment of the value and risk of the underlying 
enterprise regardless of the industry.  Thus, a car manufacturer and a computer 
chip-maker are judged by the same standard, stock price and variation, rather 
than by top speed, number of cars sold, chip throughput, and memory capacity.  
By contrast, an Information Technology portfolio might have a fielded technology 
project judged by an observed Return on Investment (ROI), an upgrade project 
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by an existing technology judged on an extrapolation of the current version’s Net 
Present Value (NPV), and an emerging technology project by using a marketing 
gross sales revenue estimate.   Comparing these projects requires conversion 
(or normalization) of data that are disparate and of differing quality. 
The third difficulty stems from the varying data “timelines” of non-financial 
portfolio projects.  In financial MPT analysis, data timing is set by the market and 
is reducible to daily closing price.  In contrast, an Information Technology 
portfolio often contains projects with differing data reporting periods.  Some 
projects may be fielded and generating monthly revenue data, others may be in 
development with quarterly cost data, and still others may rely on the estimates 
generated during the project approval phase until fielding.  These differing data 
timelines make it difficult to conduct a meaningful comparative MPT analysis. 
Given these data difficulties, the literature dealing with non-financial 
portfolio analysis tends to fall into two broad categories- reports and studies 
which detail unique, non-MPT, portfolio analysis techniques, and those which 
attempt to apply MPT analysis to non-financial market data.   
1. Non-MPT Based Portfolio Analysis Research 
While the literature dealing with unique, non-MPT portfolio analysis 
techniques is not directly applicable to the work contemplated in this research, it 
is important to acknowledge this literature because of the confusion it can 
generate for those new to MPT due to the use of “portfolio analysis” terminology. 
Several instances of the use of portfolio analysis nomenclature are found 
in the literature.   The Office of Management and Budget requires portfolio 
analysis of Information Technology (IT) projects in its A-11 Circular (Office of 
Budget and Management [OMB], 2006).  Specifically, OMB budget submission 
guidance requires that, “…portfolio analysis to determine continued viability…” be 
conducted (OMB, 2006).  As mentioned before, this requirement appears to have 
been driven by two imperatives, first, the sheer size of the federal IT spending- 
64 billion dollars in the President’s 2007 Budget; and second, a desire to ensure 
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that these funds are not squandered on risky and/or redundant projects.   
However, OMB does not define how to conduct portfolio analysis, leaving 
government agencies to determine how to accomplish it.   
As a result of the government portfolio analysis requirement, numerous 
commercial vendors began offering software based portfolio management and 
analysis tools to government agencies.  Representative vendor literature 
promises, “… continuous portfolio and project assessment including 
measurements of actual versus projected performance, earned value reporting, 
and comprehensive spending summary analysis” (www.niku.com, 2004).  While 
these offerings are helpful in capturing and organizing project data, they 
ultimately present statistical data for management’s use in conducting its own 
portfolio analysis as opposed to a quantitative calculation of an MPT efficient 
portfolio. 
  The research and development (R&D) field has also generated literature 
on portfolio analysis.  Government organizations and universities involved in 
R&D have developed portfolio management and analysis methods to attempt to 
optimize the risk-return ratio of their projects. An example of such a method is an 
automated R&D portfolio management decision framework for the Office of Naval 
Research, which was developed to support portfolio decision-making (Silberglitt, 
2004).  The decision aid took various specific R&D project attributes as inputs 
and combined and plotted them on a risk-return type graph.  The model performs 
statistical calculations, using specific qualitative and quantitative data collected 
for the various projects.  As opposed to MPT analysis which generates a 
quantitatively efficient solution, this model and many similar R&D portfolio 
management techniques essentially perform PPM data collection and 
presentation, then define decision bodies and processes which conduct 
qualitative “portfolio analysis.”  
Another example of a federal government implementation of portfolio 
management and analysis is the Missile Defense Agency’s automated portfolio 
solution tool (Dreyer & Davis, 2005).  The model accepts inputs of various missile 
defense requirements and scenarios and formats these data into a series of 
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charts depicting the trade-offs calculated based upon the inputs given (Dreyer et 
al., 2005).  Despite its “Portfolio-Analysis Tool for Missile Defense” name, the 
implementation is more of a capabilities simulation rather than a portfolio analysis 
tool.  While various risk and return related variables are inserted into the model, 
and several charts and graphs depicting the likely outcomes are presented, the 
model provides the user with results that the user then manually compares.  
Indeed, the tool’s developers state as much when they say, “Its purpose is to 
help frame, manipulate, and present multi-faceted information to decision-
makers, particularly with capabilities-based planning in mind” (Dreyer et al., 
2005). 
2. MPT-based Portfolio Analysis Research 
In contrast to the unique “portfolio analysis” application literature described 
above, the literature detailing efforts to apply MPT analysis to non-financial 
market data is directly applicable to this research.  As mentioned, the volume of 
literature is relatively sparse due to the data difficulties previously noted; 
however, three representative studies discussed below provide a representative 
foundation. 
A study of Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) plans to improve the 
safety, capacity, and reliability of the National Airspace Structure (NAS) provides 
a lucid argument for applying MPT to a federal government portfolio of projects- 
in this case NAS improvement projects (Bhadra & Morser, 2006).   As Bhadra 
and Morser outline, the FAA has been embarked upon a phased plan to improve 
the safety, capacity, and reliability of the National Airspace (NAS) for the past 
decade.  Additional security issues, which arose after the September 11th, 2001 
aircraft hijackings, have modified FAA plans and provided a sense of urgency.  
While the FAA has plans in place, it does not have an established method to 
analyze its system wide investments.  Bhadra and Morser propose Portfolio 
Management and Analysis as a viable means to accomplish this analysis 
(Bhadra et al., 2006).  With 40,000 scheduled commercial departures and 1.5 
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million passengers daily, 315 air traffic control centers, and a $14 billion annual 
budget, a MPT efficient portfolio that maximizes return for a given level of risk 
could have a significant impact (Bhadra et al., 2006). 
In discussing the portfolio approach, Bhadra and Morser make some 
observations that attempt to identify and deal with the challenges of using a 
financial portfolio analysis methodology in a government setting. Specifically, 
they observe that, “FAA investment selection criteria, as with most government 
investment, require special consideration due to the lack of market signals.  In 
the business world, good investments differentiate themselves from bad 
investments through measures of return. … FAA investment occurs outside of a 
market and focuses on air traffic management, safety, and efficiency.  There are 
no alternative air traffic service providers with a different portfolio of investments 
from which consumers can buy air traffic services thus providing market value 
signals” (Bhadra et al., 2006).   
The insights presented in Bhadra and Morser’s study were recognized as 
valuable by the Journal of Air Transportation which awarded the study their 
annual “Sorenson Best Paper Award.”  However, while Bhadra and Morser 
provide an excellent review of financial portfolio theory and analysis and 
postulate that portfolio management would provide the FAA with a better risk 
return ratio than current methods in use, they ultimately never provide an 
example using data available to the FAA in support of their argument.  Thus, the 
thorny problem of how to measure returns and risks and consistently apply them 
within the financial portfolio model is sidestepped and ultimately recommended 
by Bhadra and Morser as a topic for further study. 
Within the private-sector, real estate investment firms have devoted 
considerable energy in attempting to apply MPT to real estate portfolios.  An 
active debate within real estate portfolio manager circles on the usefulness and 
applicability of MPT has been underway (Reinbach, 1993).  Reinbach records the 
discussions between the founder of MPT Dr. Harry Markowitz and real estate 
portfolio managers, “who together represent[ed] some three-quarters of the $120 
billion institutional real estate portfolio” (Reinbach, 1993).  Given the significant 
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dollar value of real estate portfolios, many real estate investment groups are 
looking for a rational means to maintain returns while reducing overall risk.  As 
Reinbach records, a significant number of real estate portfolio managers are 
attempting to use MPT to produce efficient portfolios.  However, other portfolio 
managers dispute the applicability of MPT to real estate stating that the markets 
are fundamentally different.  
In discussion, Markowitz indicated that he believes MPT can be 
successfully applied to real estate portfolios, but that significant hurdles exist, 
“the most challenging part of the problem…is the lack of reliable data” (Reinbach, 
1993).  To help resolve the lack of reliable data, Markowitz provided two 
suggestions, first that, “the real estate data should include both survivors and 
casualties of the past several real estate cycles,” and that, “the proprietary data 
which the group had individual access to at their companies were pooled in a 
way that would allow the intellectual market to exert its invisible hand” (Reinbach, 
1993).  Both of these suggestions address data reliability.  Keeping data on real 
estate investment casualties as well as survivors is important to accurately 
capture the actual variance, or risk of the investment types.  The portfolio which 
keeps profitable retail properties in their portfolio while selling the unprofitable 
ones, usually only has data on the successful survivors, making accurate 
assessment of retail property variance, or risk, biased.  Similarly, firm-specific 
data on portfolios are not generally available to outsiders limiting the broader 
market’s ability to arrive at a representative, uniformly applied valuation for 
properties. Markowitz also presents two additional issues which hamper the 
successful application of MPT to real estate portfolios- the lack of a quantifiable 
real estate pricing theory to account for the illiquidity of the real estate market, 
and the large investor effect which states that large investors find it difficult to 
beat the market since they are essentially “the market” (Reinbach, 1993).  
A summary of previous studies of MPT real estate portfolios found that 
portfolios constructed using historical real estate data performed poorly in 
subsequent periods (Lee and Stevenson, 2005).  One researcher has attributed 
this poor performance to the inter-temporal instability of the portfolio weights, 
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meaning that the percentage of different property types within the portfolio 
change significantly with time (Lee, 1998).  Other research has found that the 
longer a real estate portfolio was held from the time the data upon which it was 
selected was collected, the worse the portfolio performed (Jorion, 1985).  Lee 
and Stevenson cite additional studies which found that the mean return of real 
estate investments varied considerably over time and were not generally 
predictable from “ex ante” historical performance data, while their variances and 
covariances remained relatively stable and therefore more accurately predictable 
(Lee et al., 2005).   
Based upon these findings, Lee and Stevenson studied whether various 
measures of estimation risk used in financial portfolio analysis might improve 
future portfolio performance.  Lee and Stevenson found that while these 
techniques helped, they were not completely successful in resolving poor future 
performance (Lee et al., 2005).  Overall it appears that the cyclical nature of real 
estate markets needs to be captured in order to predict future return performance 
when constructing real estate portfolios. 
A final application of MPT within the private-sector is provided in a study of 
private investment in wind farms (Dunlop, 2004).  Dunlop presents the case for 
using MPT to develop energy production efficient wind farm portfolios.  Dunlop 
points out that one of the difficulties encountered by wind farm owners is the 
variation in energy production of a particular farm due to fluctuations in the 
amount of wind over time.  For instance, Dunlop points out that, “Germany had a 
very bad wind year in 2001, with the wind blowing 30% less than historical 
averages…[i]n contrast, Italy had a great wind year in 2001, with reported yields 
much higher than average” (Dunlop, 2004).  Given that wind farm profitability is in 
large part driven by the amount of power generated, “[I]nstead of owning one 
large 100 megawatt (MW) wind farm in the U.K., we might be better off owning a 
50 MW wind farm in the U.K. and a 50 MW wind farm in Spain.  This is because 
when the wind is not blowing in Spain, it might be blowing in the U.K., and vice 
versa” (Dunlop, 2004). 
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Dunlop goes on to calculate the risk and return (production) of several 
wind farms located in the European Union (EU) and the United States, 
determining the “beta,” or the ratio of individual farm risk to the overall portfolio 
risk.  Dunlop demonstrates that higher returns can be realized by wind farm 
investors at the same level of risk by diversifying their wind farm holdings. 
Furthermore, Dunlop argues that a significant difference between wind and 
stocks is that future wind value can be much more accurately forecast than future 
stock prices.  It allows MPT to shine in wind farm portfolio analysis because the 
input data is much more predictive than stock input data.  Dunlop was able, “…to 
diversify away 30% of total risk with [his] Southern EU and U.S. Portfolio.  
Moreover, [his] Southern EU and U.S. Portfolio carried only one-third the risk of a 
single typical Northern European wind farm” (Dunlop, 2004). 
E. SUMMARY 
Having reviewed the literature and theory underpinning MPT, PPM, and 
EVM and presenting various non-financial MPT applications, this research will 
propose a potential combinatorial application of MPT and EVM to produce 
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III. DATA COLLECTION AND METHODOLOGY 
To illustrate the financial portfolio concepts discussed in the literature 
review and demonstrate their application, a portfolio of five representative stocks 
was collected and analyzed.  Each step in the process is discussed and the 
requisite calculations presented.   
With the understanding gained from examining the application of financial 
portfolio analysis within a traditional stock portfolio setting, a representative 
government portfolio was selected, the available EVM data presented, and 
analysis methodology discussed. 
A. SAMPLE ANALYSIS OF A STOCK PORTFOLIO 
1. Selection of Representative Stocks 
For a stock portfolio, the “common” attribute is that all items in the portfolio 
be stocks.  For this example analysis the selected stocks will be listed on the 
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE).  Further, for the purposes of this example, 
the number of companies with stocks within the portfolio will be limited to five.  
This limitation will serve to illustrate the geometric growth in the number of 
calculations required of larger portfolios, while limiting the amount of information 
the reader must process and digest.  This limitation also ensures that the 
example mirrors the scope restriction placed on the government portfolio to be 
subsequently examined.  Finally, since the example is meant to be analogous 
with the eventual government portfolio, and many government portfolios contain 
similar types of programs, the example stock portfolio was selected from within 
an industry. In other words, since a likely government portfolio might group 
“counter-mine warfare programs” together, it is reasonable to limit the example 
stock portfolio to a similarly constrained field or industry.  
In accordance with the limitations discussed above, a stock portfolio from 
the oil sector has been arbitrarily selected.  Two major integrated oil and gas 
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companies, Exxon Mobil and Chevron, with respective stock symbols XOM and 
CVX are included. Two oil and gas refining and marketing companies, Royal 
Dutch Shell (RDS-B) and Valero (VLO), and one oil and gas equipment and 
services company, Baker Hughes International (BHI) round out the portfolio.  
Again, while the selection of the industry and companies is arbitrary, the 
reasoning behind the selections follows the logic outlined above.   
2. Required Data 
Having selected a portfolio of five oil industry stocks, data on the 
performance of these stocks is required.  Specifically, the closing price of the 
various stocks at regular intervals over a set period of time is needed.  As in 
many other areas, the internet provides a ready source for these data.  A search 
provides a wealth of websites containing stock price information.    
The internet source selected must meet data consistency, accessibility, 
availability requirements.  Specifically, the site must consistently collect the same 
data for all stocks so that the subsequent calculations capture performance 
variations and not data collection variations.  The site must be generally 
accessible for verification and duplication purposes. Finally, the site must be 
available for future use, since the requisite data for analysis need to be 
periodically updated.  Based upon these criteria, this research elected to use 
data collected from the Yahoo Finance website (Yahoo Finance, 2007). 
For convenience, the period and frequency of the stock price data will be 
selected to match the frequency and period of the government EVM data to be 
subsequently analyzed.  In general, EVM data are reported monthly via Cost 
Performance Reports (CPRs).  Depending on the end-user, CPR EVM data may 
be further consolidated into quarterly reports for high-level review.  From an 
analysis standpoint, the greater the data frequency, the more data points are 
available and the less likely any single data point will have a significant statistical 
impact.  From a practical data collection standpoint, the greater the frequency of 
the data, the more challenging it becomes to collect and collate.  Although many 
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sources of EVM exist, this research will draw EVM data from existing government 
databases.  For reasons discussed subsequently in the EVM Data Source 
section, quarterly stock data will be used. 
The selection of the period of collection presents more of a challenge, 
since government EVM data are collected for the duration of the acquisition 
project, with projects starting at different times and having different durations.  
This research will use the last three years of data as the period.  While this 
period selection is, ultimately, arbitrary, the following reasoning was used in 
arriving at the three-year period.   
A three-year period ensures that only recent performance variations are 
captured while ensuring that adequate observations are available (three years of 
quarterly data yield twelve observations).  When making current portfolio 
allocation decisions, recent performance is arguably the most relevant.  During 
the “dot.com” bust, the fact that a portfolio had a ten-year average return of 
fifteen percent, was less meaningful to a current investor than the fact that the 
portfolio’s three-year average return was negative ten percent.  
3. Data Elements 
The requisite stock data were collected from the Yahoo Finance website 
(Yahoo Finance, 2007). Date ranges representing the most recent three years 
were entered and “monthly” was selected from the menu provided.  For each of 
the five oil sector stocks, data representing the monthly date, opening price, high 
price, low price, closing price, dividends, and an adjusted closing price were 
presented.  The data were downloaded as a comma delimited text file using the 
“download” link provided.  The text file was then imported into Microsoft Excel.™   
Since only quarterly date and adjusted close price data are required, the 
extra rows and columns are deleted, leaving thirteen entries and twelve quarterly 
periods of data.  The “adjusted closing” price is a “normalized” closing price that 
accounts for any dividends or stock splits during previous periods, thus ensuring 
that all returns are reflected in a single, adjusted price (Yahoo Finance, 2007). 
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The first two columns of Table 1 contain the data elements described for Exxon 
Mobil.  The remaining stocks’ data were tabulated in the same manner, but the 
tables are omitted for brevity. 
4. Calculation of Stock Statistical Measures 
From the quarterly adjusted stock price data, several statistical measures 
are calculated for use in subsequent portfolio analysis.   
The performance of the stock over time is calculated by computing the 
stock’s return for each quarter.  The return reflects the rate of change of the 
stock’s price and is indicative of the trend in stock price. Quarterly return is 
calculated by: taking a quarter’s adjusted closing price, subtracting the previous 
quarter’s adjusted closing price, and then dividing the difference by the previous 
quarter’s adjusted closing price.  The quarterly return is found in the third column 
of Table 1.   
An average, or “expected,” quarterly rate of return (denoted by E(R)) is 
then calculated by: adding the twelve quarterly returns and dividing the sum by 
twelve.  Average quarterly return is shown at the bottom of the third column in 
Table 1. 
In the fourth column of Table 1, the deviations in quarterly returns are 
calculated by subtracting the “expected” return (the average) from the actual 
calculated quarterly return (denoted by R – E(R)).  Because the deviation is 
calculated from the “expected” return, the sum of the twelve quarterly deviations 
will be zero.  In order to compute an “average deviation,” the deviations in the 
fourth column are squared and the result entered in the fifth column (denoted by 
R – E(R)^2).  At the bottom of the column, the squared deviations are summed 
and divided by the twelve observations to compute an average deviation, 
otherwise known as the variance.  Below this value at the bottom of the fifth 




Table 1.   Data Elements and Performance Calculations for Exxon Mobil 
5. Calculation of Portfolio Statistical Measures 
With the individual stock’s statistical attributes calculated, the relationships 
between the various stocks can be calculated.  The relationship between the 
deviations of two stocks, called the co-variance, is calculated by multiplying the 
quarterly deviations of each stock together.  Co-variances are computed for each 
pair of stocks for each quarter and are presented in columns two through six in 
Table 2.   The quarterly stock pair co-variances are summed and appear at the 
bottom of each column.  This sum is then divided by the number of observations 
(twelve) to calculate the stock pair’s co-variance over the period, displayed at the 
bottom of each column in Table 2.   A summary of the calculated values for all 




Table 2.   Paired Co-variance Calculations for Exxon Mobil. 
 
 
Table 3.   Summary of Individual and Paired Stock Calculations. 
 
The correlation coefficient for each stock pair is calculated and displayed 
at the bottom of Table 2.  The correlation coefficient is the ratio of the computed 
co-variance between one stock and another, and the variance of the stock by 
itself (variance is the square of the standard deviation).  The correlation 
coefficient is provided for mathematical cross-check and informational purposes.  
A correlation coefficient of one means the paired stocks move in perfect 
synchronization (pairings of a stock to itself should be perfectly correlated), a 




zero indicates no relationship between the pairings.  The correlation coefficient 
provides an easy way to quickly determine the nature of the relationship between 
two stocks. 
With the above calculations available, the performance attributes for the 
portfolio can be calculated.  The quarterly rate of return for the portfolio is simply 
the sum of the products of individual stock’s expected return (E(R)) multiplied by 
its weight (Wx) within the portfolio (Markowitz, 1959).  In the case of the oil stock 
portfolio, the dollar weightings for each of the stocks within the portfolio as 
defined as follows: 
W1 = portfolio weighting of Exxon Mobil (XOM) 
W2 = portfolio weighting of Baker Hughes International (BHI) 
W3 = portfolio weighting of Chevron (CVX) 
W4 = portfolio weighting of Royal Dutch Shell (RDS-B) 
W5 =  portfolio weighting of Valero (VLO) 
As an example, if the portfolio contained equal dollar amounts of all five 
stocks (each stock 20% of portfolio), then the portfolio’s quarterly expected return 
(using E(R)s from Table 3) would be: 
E(R)Port = W1E(R)1 + W2E(R)2 + W3E(R)3 + W4E(R)4 + W5E(R)5. 
  = .2(0.0543) + .2(0.0582) + .2(0.0486) + .2(.0404) + .2(0.1399) 
   = 0.06282  or  6.282% 
The next step is to calculate the portfolio’s standard deviation.  As 
discussed in the literature review section, Markowitz’s insight was that the 
standard deviation of a portfolio is not simply the weighted sum of the individual 
stock standard deviations, but rather depends upon the relationships (co-
variances) between the various stocks within the portfolio (Rubinstein, 2002).  
The co-variance is simply the correlation coefficient of a pair of stocks times the 
standard deviations of the two stocks.  The five stock example portfolio’s 
standard deviation is calculated by adding each stock’s squared weight times its 
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squared standard deviation and then adding twice the co-variance of each stock 
pair divided by the product of the standard deviation of each stock in the pair, 
and then taking the overall sum’s square root (Markowitz, 1959).  Using the 
values found in Table 3, the quarterly standard deviation of the example portfolio 
(assuming equal stock weightings) would be: 
σPort = (W12σ12 + W222σ22 + W32σ32 + W42σ42  + W52σ52 + 2(W1W2cov12)  
 + 2(W1W3cov13) + 2(W1W4cov14) + 2(W1W5cov15) + 2(W2W3cov23) 
 + 2(W2W4cov24) + 2(W2W5cov25) + 2(W3W4cov34) + 2(W3W5cov35)  
+ 2(W4W5cov45))0.5 
        = .(22(0.0827)2 + .22(0.1120)2 + . 22(0.0878)2 + . 22(0.0651)2 + 
 + . 22(0.2106)2 + (2(.2)(.2)(0.0016)) + (2(.2)(.2)(0.0062))  
 + (2(.2)(.2)(0.0024)) + (2(.2)(.2)(0.0071)) + (2(.2)(.2)(0.0045)) 
 + (2(.2)(.2)(0.0024)) + (2(.2)(.2)(0.0081)) + (2(.2)(.2)(0.0019)) 
 + (2(.2)(.2)(0.0019)) + (2(.2)(.2)(0.0077)) + (2(.2)(.2)(0.0051)) )0.5 
        = 0.08241  or  8.24% 
 Putting these calculations into dollar terms, an equally weighted five oil 
sector portfolio with an aggregate value of $1000, is expected to have a quarterly 
return of $62.82 (6.282%) for the next period, with a standard deviation of plus or 
minus $82.40 (8.24%).  Since the purpose of these portfolio calculations is to 
make predictions of likely next quarter portfolio performance, the distribution of 
the data will determine what types of predications can be made.  Ideally, the data 
will be normally distributed (Keller, 2005).  Figure 3 is a histogram of the 
individual quarterly stock rate of returns for the portfolio.  The histogram presents 
the number of stocks within various quarterly rates of return ranges (from -25% to 
+25% at 5% increments). The Histogram shows the stocks’ quarterly rates of 




Figure 3.   Histogram of Five-Stock Portfolio Quarterly Rates of Return 
 
With the quarterly rates of return being normally distributed, the Empirical 
Rule from statistical theory can be applied, indicating that approximately 68% of 
the time the next quarterly return should fall within one standard deviation of the 
expected return, and 95% of the time the next quarterly return should fall within 
two standard deviations (Keller, 2005).  Thus, with 95% confidence it is expected 
that the next equally weighted oil-sector portfolio quarterly return will fall 
somewhere between $-101.98 and $227.62.   
6. Selection of a Portfolio Risk and Return Strategy 
With the calculations that quantify stock performance completed, a 
portfolio strategy needs to be qualitatively defined.  The qualitative strategy is 
then translated into quantitative risk and return values or goals.  Since MPT is 
based on making trade-offs between risk and return, any portfolio strategy must 
address these two factors.  For example, a portfolio manager may be serving 
investors who wish to be exposed to the least risk, while pursuing a particular 
portfolio rate of return.  In this case, the portfolio’s overall strategy would be to 
maintain the “fair” rate of return while pursuing the goal of minimizing risk.  The 
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portfolio manager ultimately assigns a quantitative value to the qualitative term 
“fair” by fixing the portfolio’s desired rate of return to a specific value (based on 
industry standards or professional judgment).   Alternatively, the portfolio strategy 
could be to maximize the rate of return while accepting a set, quantified level of 
risk.  Strategies that fix either the risk or return value implicitly assume that the 
desired return rests on the top part of the portfolio’s Risk-Return curve.  If the 
desired return is located on the underside of the portfolio’s Risk-Return curve, an 
investor can improve the portfolio’s return and lower the portfolio’s risk by 
selecting the stock weighting which corresponds to the Risk-Return curve’s 
inflection point.  Figure 4 illustrates this point.  For this five-stock example, a 
strategy of minimizing risk will be adopted. 
 
Figure 4.   Portfolio Risk-Return Plot and Recommended Investment Strategies. 
7. Optimization of the Portfolio  
In keeping with the “minimize risk for a set rate of return” strategy 
proposed above (assuming 6.282% quarterly return is on upper curve), a 
quantitative value for portfolio’s standard deviation is established, and portfolio  
manager can use non-linear programming optimization processes to vary the 
weightings of the stocks within the portfolio until the minimum risk for a given rate 
of return is found.   
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For the purposes of the oil sector portfolio example, it is assumed that a 
quarterly expected rate of return of 6.282 percent is desired for the portfolio (this 
happens to also be the previously computed quarterly rate of return for an 
equally weighted oil-sector portfolio).  Although several available software 
packages allow users to create and solve non-linear program models, the 
ubiquitous nature of Microsoft Excel™ makes it a natural choice for relatively 
small portfolio analysis tasks.  However, it is important to note that larger 
portfolios can exceed Microsoft Excel’s™ variable limits or present “locally 
optimal” solutions (rather than the desired global maximum or minimum solution) 
due to the type of solver engine used by the software (Balakrishnan, Render & 
Stair, 2007).   
In order to optimize the oil portfolio, the portfolio strategy must be 
translated into a suitable model, with defined Decision Variables (variables to be 
solved for), an Objective Function (defining the goal, maximize or minimize), and 
Constraints (limitations which must be observed by any solution).   In the case of 
the oil stock portfolio, the model’s Decision Variables are the dollar weightings, 
W1 through W5 as previously defined, for each of the stocks within the portfolio. 
The portfolio strategy for this oil sector example fixes the quarterly return 
and seeks to minimize the portfolio’s risk.  The Objective Function of the non-
linear model must therefore describe mathematically how the portfolio’s variance 
is calculated in terms of the Decision Variables.  Specifically, for this example, 
the risk minimizing Objective Function is: 
VarPort = W12σ12 + W222σ22 + W32σ32 + W42σ42  + W52σ52 + 2(W1W2cov12)  
 + 2(W1W3cov13) + 2(W1W4cov14) + 2(W1W5cov15) + 2(W2W3cov23) 
 + 2(W2W4cov24) + 2(W2W5cov25) + 2(W3W4cov34) + 2(W3W5cov35)  
+ 2(W4W5cov45) 
For calculation convenience, the Objective Function minimizes the variance of 
the portfolio, with the knowledge that the square root of the minimum variance 
will also yield the minimum portfolio standard deviation. 
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The constraints within which the non-linear model must operate are also 
specifically defined.  First, the weighting of the various portfolio stocks must be 
non-negative, since without this constraint a negative stock weighting solution 
could result, having no common physical meaning.  This is handled within 
Microsoft Excel™ by choosing the “assume non-negative” selection in the model 
options.  Second, the individual weightings of each stock must sum to the whole.  
In other words, since the portfolio dollar value is 100 percent (1.0) of the 
portfolio’s value by definition, the sum of the individual stock weightings must add 
up to the portfolio dollar value.  This can be expressed mathematically as: 
W1 + W2 + W3 + W4 + W5 = 1  
And finally, the expected quarterly rate of return for the portfolio has been set by 
the portfolio strategy at 6.282%.  This is expressed mathematically using the 
formula for the expected rate of return for a portfolio where the weighting of each 
stock is multiplied by its individual expected quarterly rate of return and these 
individual products summed: 
E(R)Port= 0.06282 = W1(0.0543)+W2(0.0582)+W3(0.0486)+W4(.0404)+W5(0.1399) 
With the Decision Variables, Objective Function, and Constraints defined, 
the model can be entered into Microsoft Excel.™ The formulas expressing the 
relations between the various variables and equations are entered, and the 
Solver function activated to produce a set of individual stock weightings giving 
the minimum portfolio risk while achieving the desired portfolio quarterly rate of 
return.   
Finally, the portfolio manager verifies that the limitations of Microsoft 
Excel™ mentioned previously, do not affect the calculated solution. While there is 
no way to change the variable limit within Microsoft Excel,™ the Solver will alert 
the portfolio manager that its variable capacity has been exceeded. For this 
model no variable limitations were encountered.  The potential for the software to 
return locally optimal solutions can be minimized by the portfolio manager 
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entering different Decision Variable initial values and comparing the Solver 
software’s results to determine whether different solutions were found and which 
solution has the highest maximum or lowest minimum (Balakrishnan, et al., 
2007).  For this model, entries of different initial values for the Decision Variables 
yielded the same solution. 
For the example of the oil-sector stock portfolio, the optimized dollar value 
weightings were: a 18.8 percent weighting for Exxon Mobil (XOM), a 7.6 percent 
weighting for Baker Hughes International (BHI), a 0.0 percent weighting for 
Chevron, a 55.0 percent weighting for Royal Dutch Shell, and an 18.5 percent 
weighting for Valero (VLO).  This portfolio is expected to produce a quarterly rate 
of return of 6.282 percent, with a minimized risk (standard deviation) to the 
quarterly rate of return of 7.26 percent.  Stated in other terms, there is 95 percent 
confidence that the next quarterly rate of return will be within plus or minus two 
standard deviations of the expected rate of return, or within the range of -8.24 to 
20.8 percent.  Comparing this to the equally weighted portfolio’s identical 
expected quarterly rate of return of 6.282 percent, standard deviation of 8.24 
percent, and 95 percent confidence of a quarterly rate of return between -10.20 
to 22.76 percent, it is apparent that the optimized portfolio weighting has a lower 
risk of a lower rate of return (-8.24%) than the initial portfolio (-10.20%). 
B. EVM DATA SET 
In order to use the financial analysis demonstrated in the stock example 
above on a government portfolio, a suitable government portfolio must be 
identified.  With a representative government portfolio identified, EVM data for 
the portfolio components must be located, collected, and described. Finally, 
potential methods for converting the EVM raw data into data analogous to the 




1. Selection of Representative Government Portfolio  
As in the oil-sector stock portfolio presented above, it is necessary to 
select a representative government sector upon which to conduct the proposed 
analysis.  Because Congress provides public funds annually to the various 
federal departments and agencies through Appropriations Bills signed into Law 
by the President, it is common for federal departments and agencies to mirror the 
appropriation categories Congress establishes in the law to fund various 
programs and projects.  This mirroring allows the government financial manager 
to manage the inherent restrictions on purpose, time, and amount established by 
Congress for each type of appropriation. Thus, the Department of the Navy may 
assign a financial manager for all Aircraft Procurement, Navy (APN), Ship 
Construction, Navy (SCN), or Other Procurement, Navy (OPN) programs 
identified in these appropriations. 
For the purposes of this research, it is only necessary to select an 
appropriation category likely to have Earned Value Management data available.  
The Department of Defense requires that programs valued over $73 million in 
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT&E) or over $315 million in 
procurement (Fiscal Year 2000 constant dollars) collect and use Earned Value 
Management System data (DoDD 5000.2, 2003).  Since most procurement 
appropriations are acquisition programs, the selection of any procurement 
category would likely be suitable.  Therefore, this research arbitrarily selects the 
Aircraft Procurement, Navy (APN) appropriation category as the government 
sector to be examined.  
To demonstrate the application of financial portfolio analysis to APN, while 
limiting the complexity and scope of this research, five programs from within the 
APN acquisition portfolio will be selected for analysis.  Again, the selection of 
programs within the APN category is arbitrary, since this research seeks to 
demonstrate the feasibility of such analysis within a manageable scope for both 
the reader and researcher.  Furthermore, in order to avoid distraction and to 
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avoid the potential for unintended interpretation of this research, the five APN 
programs selected will only be identified as Programs A through E.   
2. EVM Data Source 
The required EVM data for the five APN programs selected were 
downloaded from the Defense Acquisition Management Information Retrieval 
(DAMIR) system sponsored by the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Acquisition, Technology and Logistics/Acquisition Resources and Analysis (the 
Defense Acquisition Management Information Retrieval [DAMIR], 2007). Other 
potential sources of EVM data considered included: Defense Contract 
Management Agency (DCMA) EVM data collected during contract administration, 
and the Defense Automated Cost Information Management System (DACIMS) 
developed and maintained by the Defense Cost and Resource Center (DCARC).    
DCMA as a source of EVM data was rejected because no centralized 
database of such data was found.  Rather, EVM data had to be collected from 
the various DCMA field activities responsible for an individual program’s contract 
oversight.  Identifying and establishing the requisite working relationships 
necessary to collect the required data was viewed as too difficult for the limited 
scope of this research.  Use of this data source by a government financial 
manager would be more time-consuming given the larger portfolios involved. 
EVM data from DACIMS were rejected because of the location and format 
of the data.  While EVM data were at least partially available within the 
Contractor Cost Data Reporting (CCDR) documents maintained by the site, 
collection required the opening of multiple text documents where the requisite 
data could then be stripped out and placed into a specially created database.  
Again, the time and complexity of EVM data retrieval, made this option 
unappealing both for the limited scope of this research and by a government 
financial manager in support of a larger portfolio.  Of note, however, DACIMS is 
sponsoring a pilot EVM data repository site which may be a valuable source in 
the future. 
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In contrast, the DAMIR database provides a top-level management EVM 
data purview for a large number of Department of Defense Acquisition programs.  
The DAMIR site provides the ability for authorized users to view acquisition 
program EVM data by program name or contract number.  DAMIR logically 
groups related contracts, such as aircraft engine, airframe, and avionics, into 
“portfolios” where individual contracts can be selected for EVM data display.  The 
various program EVM data maintained in DAMIR are structured and presented in 
the same manner for all programs.  DAMIR EVM data are reported on a quarterly 
rather than monthly basis which is less than optimal, but manageable within the 
context of this research.  Ideally, a monthly EVM database is desired. 
DAMIR EVM data consists of quarterly reports containing: date, Budgeted 
Cost of Work Scheduled (BCWS), Budgeted Cost of Work Performed (BCWP), 
Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP), Schedule Variance (SV), Cost Variance 
(CV), Percent Complete, Estimate at Completion (EAC), and several other 
related fields.  Selected EVM data elements for the five arbitrarily selected APN 
programs are presented in Tables 4 through 8. 
3. EVM Data Element Description 
The data elements presented in Tables 4 through 8 were each selected 
for inclusion for various reasons.  The Report Date provides the necessary 
interval framework within which to place all other data.  Without date information, 
rates could not be calculated.  The BCWS, BCWP, and ACWP data are the key 
EVM metrics used to capture change.  Various differences and ratios of these 
three metrics are used to quantify status and predict future trends.  The Schedule 
Variance (SV) metric quantifies the difference between the cost of the work 
scheduled and the cost of the actual work performed.  While SV can be derived 
from the key EVM metrics (SV=BCWP-BCWS) (Defense Acquisition University 




Similarly, Cost Variance (CV) measures the difference between the cost of the 
work performed and the actual amounts paid for the work (CV = BCWP - ACWP), 
and is also included for ease of reference.   
 
  
Program A Contract Data Summary     ($M) 
 
Table 4.   EVM Data Elements Program for A (After Defense Acquisition 
Management Information Retrieval Purview, Office of the Under Secretary 




Program B Contract Data Summary     ($M) 
 






Program C Contract Data Summary     ($M) 
 
Table 6.   EVM Data Elements for Program C (After DAMIR, 2007). 
 
 
Program D Contract Data Summary     ($M) 
 
Table 7.   EVM Data Elements for Program D (After DAMIR 2007). 
 
 
Program E Contract Data Summary     ($M) 
 
Table 8.   EVM Data Elements for Program E (After DAMIR, 2007). 
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Project Percent Complete (% Cmp) values are taken directly from DAMIR 
and are included as a measure of the program’s maturity and to provide a data 
source, which might be used to derive additional information not provided.  
Finally, Estimate At Completion (EAC) values are also taken directly from DAMIR 
as representative of the final predicted cost and as an additional data source for 
information otherwise not provided.  Notably missing from the selected data and 
the DAMIR database is program Budget At Completion (BAC) data.  The BAC is 
the overall planned cost of the program and is the sum of all the Work 
Breakdown Structure (WBS) BCWS values.  The BAC may change over time as 
the planned scope of program work is increased or decreased. 
4. EVM Data Element Differences 
There are some differences in the EVM data elements’ content as 
presented in Tables 4 through 8.  With regard to report date, although each of the 
programs generally reports quarterly, the actual months vary from program to 
program and even within individual programs.  For example, Program A (Table 4) 
initially reports in February, April, September, and December while Program E 
(Table 8) reports in January, April, July, and September.  Even within Program A, 
the third quarter of the year is variously reported in September, July, and August.  
Finally, Program E does not contain quarterly data for either January 2005 or 
March 2006.   
For the three-year period covered, each of the five programs is at a 
different stage.  Programs B (Table 5) and D (Table 7) are established programs 
as evidenced by their percent completion values which start at over fifty percent 
and end in the high ninety percent range.  During the same period, Program A 
(Table 4)  was initiated and has reached seventy percent completion.  As a newly 
initiated program, Program C (Table 6) has less than three years of data and 
ends the period only one percent complete.  Program E (Table 8) is in mid-
stream during the period, ending at about two-thirds complete.   
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Additional data differences include the addition of adjusting entries and an 
apparent resetting of some program EVM data.  Programs A, B, and D (Tables 4, 
5, and 7) have adjusting entries made to their EVM data.  Entries in the Spring of 
2006 for these three programs appear to capture one-time WBS changes and 
associated earned value amounts.  In addition to the adjusting entry, Program B 
(Table 5) also appears to reset (or re-baseline) its EVM data at the end of each 
year, as evidenced by the lowering of the BCWS, BCWP, ACWP, and percent 
complete values for the program.  In order to provide meaningful comparison, 
methods will have to be developed to “normalize” these differences. 
C. EVM DATA METHODOLOGIES 
In order to apply financial portfolio analysis techniques to the selected 
government portfolio and its associated EVM data, program EVM data must be 
normalized, a return measure must be identified, a risk measure must be 
established, and an appropriate portfolio strategy must be developed.  
1. EVM Data Normalization 
In order to standardize the available EVM data and correct for the 
differences in the data elements noted above, the EVM data must be converted, 
or “normalized.”  Specifically, the varying reporting period durations will have to 
be normalized, a scheme for dealing with adjusting entries devised, a method for 
dealing with program resets, or re-baselining, developed, and a method of 
aligning quarters for correlation computations established.  
Because the collected EVM program data are largely quarterly data, the 
periods that are longer or shorter than the standard three-month quarter must be 
normalized to a three-month period to ensure accurate comparison.  For 
example, Program E (Table 8) has several different periods within the first five 
entries.  Program E EVM line data are recorded for January, April, July, 
September, and March.  Assuming that each data line entry corresponds to the 
same day of the month (i.e., the last day), there are three months between line 
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one and two data, three months between lines two and three, two months 
between lines three and four, and six months between lines four and five.  In 
order to establish equivalence between lines, any calculations involving 
differences between lines must be divided by a “period normalization factor” 
determined by dividing the number of months between entries by three (the 
standard period).  For instance, the difference between CVs from lines three and 
four would be divided by a ”period normalization factor” of two-thirds (two months 
divided by the standard three months) in order to ensure equivalent quarterly 
difference values.  This research will normalize EVM data for differences 
between periods as described above. 
The adjusting entries found in Programs A, B, and D (Tables 4, 5, and 7) 
must also be accounted for.  These entries either increase or decrease BCWS, 
BCWP, or ACWP and accordingly reflect in the SV and CV elements as well.  
Although the DAMIR database does not indicate why these changes were made, 
for the purposes of this analysis it is only important that any effect on program 
performance is captured.  Program D (Table 7) provides an adjusting example in 
January 2006 when the program’s BCWS is reduced by 12.5 and the BCWP is 
increased by 6.1.  Accordingly, the SV (BCWP-BCWS) is increased by 18.6 (6.1 - 
(12.5)) and the CV (BCWP-ACWP) is increased by 6.1 (6.1 - 0).  An examination 
of the BCWS, BCWP, and ACWP data shows that all values are increasing with 
every subsequent report, indicating that the data are cumulative.  With 
cumulative data, the adjusting entries are captured in the subsequent reporting 
period’s period data and, therefore, do not have to be dealt with separately.  The 
separate line entry is most likely included for higher-level visibility of program 
changes and record-keeping. For this research adjusting entries will be deleted 
prior to conducting the analysis. 
Next, a methodology for dealing with the resetting, or re-baselining, of 
program EVM data must be addressed.  Re-baselining is a major programmatic 
issue, since most are due to poor performance and, or unrealistic baselines 
(plans).  Unfortunately, resetting or re-baselining occurs often enough that 
excluding programs with re-baselining may be too simplistic, leading to questions 
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of whether this research can be more broadly applied.  Accordingly, an inclusive 
method that minimizes analytical distortion is desired.  In order to more fully 
demonstrate the issue and potential solutions, the following example is 
presented.  
A particular monetary unit is experiencing annual inflation at a rate of 50 
percent per year.  After 11 years, it takes almost 100 monetary units to equal the 
value of one monetary unit 11 years earlier. The government decides to revalue 
the monetary unit in the eleventh year, decreeing that 100 monetary units will be 
traded in for one new monetary unit.  Assuming inflation remains at 50 percent 
for the next four years, how can the yearly inflation trend be accurately 
represented?  Using yearly differences in value divided by the previous year’s 
monetary value gives the annual inflation rate.  Direct application of this measure 
would produce 50 percent inflation values for years one through eleven, a 99 
percent deflation in year twelve, and 50 percent rates in years thirteen through 
fifteen.  Averaging the annual values gives an average inflation rate of 
approximately 41 percent, despite the fact that inflation has actually been 50 
percent per annum for the entire period.   
Alternatively, the values observed prior to the revaluation can be 
converted to what they would have been had the revaluation occurred earlier.  
The values of years one through ten would be divided by 100 and the yearly 
inflation calculations recomputed.  This method yields an annual rate of inflation 
of 50 percent per year rate, and the correct average rate of 50 percent.  This is 
straightforward when the revaluation is explicit.  However, if the government 
revalued the monetary unit and changed its “functionality” at the same time, this 
method could become extremely difficult. For example, if the government 
revalued the monetary unit and at the same time no longer allowed food 
purchases to be made with it, the recalculation of previous year’s values would 
be difficult because part of the previous years’ monetary value was its ability to 
purchase food. 
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A final possibility would be to simply exclude the “one-time” revaluation 
year when calculating the yearly rate of inflation.  Thus, years one through ten 
would have 50 percent inflation, year eleven would have no calculated rate, and 
years’ twelve through fifteen would have 50 percent rates.  An average of the 
calculated values (excluding the uncalculated year) would also yield the correct 
average of 50 percent.  The one drawback with this method is that if the 
revaluation year actually had a different inflation rate, this method would discard 
this information as well as the effect of the revaluation.  The simplicity of this 
method, especially when the revaluation is accompanied by a change in 
functionality, outweighs the potential drawback.   
The yearly number of monetary units in the example above, is simply the 
“then year dollar” amount required to purchase the same initial year “value” in the 
current year.  Program EVM data is reported in the same “then year dollar” 
format making the analogy straightforward.  However, the conversion of current 
and past year data into rate measures (to be discussed in the next section) 
before comparing data year to year eliminates the need for a consistent dollar 
baseline between years (although all data within a period must have a consistent 
dollar measure).  With this example in mind, dealing with program re-baselining 
can be considered. 
Ideally, program re-baselining occurs infrequently when a program’s 
scope is significantly changed by performance or external factors which make the 
measurement of progress against the original baseline (plan) questionable; 
however, these changes may also occur due to limitations in the EVM tracking 
system or for program management related reasons.  Program B (Table 5) has 
two EVM data resets in the period of interest- first in December 2004 and again 
in December 2005.  An examination of previous data within DAMIR indicates that 
this is an annual reset, but gives no further information on the nature or reasons 
for the reset. 
With certain assumptions, the “pre-re-baselining” EVM data could be 
adjusted as in the monetary example above.  The key assumption for such an 
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adjustment would be that the earned value, or BCWP, has not physically 
changed between the periods, but was merely programmatically adjusted. 
Unfortunately, adjustments to EVM data are usually driven by significant external 
programmatic requirements that do not necessarily reflect the value of work 
performed in the current period or previously. Additionally, functionality and, or 
requirements changes are often part of a program re-baseline.  Thus, since any 
straightforward adjustment of previous data would assume that previous work 
was performed to meet current requirements, this method does not appear to be 
desirable.   
Alternatively, the periods of discontinuity could simply be ignored when 
performing the requisite portfolio analysis.  Using this methodology, any 
calculations comparing previous data to re-baseline period data would be 
discarded and not used in subsequent calculations.  This method removes the 
impact the large downward resets would have on return and risk calculations (i.e. 
lowering overall return and raising risk), instead focusing on performance 
differences within continuous periods.  It could be argued that re-baselined 
programs are obviously performing poorly, since they would likely not be reset 
otherwise, and therefore all the data, discontinuous or not, should be used.  
However, since these are external programmatic decisions and the portfolio 
manager is concerned with program performance within the portfolio, the 
exclusion of period discontinuities is likely to paint a more accurate picture of the 
program’s performance within the portfolio.  It should be noted that the reduction 
in the available data when the discontinuities are removed will affect the 
calculated return and risk values, since the data set is smaller; however, the risk 
and return measures should be more indicative of the program’s actual 
performance.  Therefore, this research will discard discontinuous or unique 
period EVM data in accordance with the method described above. 
Finally, a method for aligning program quarters for correlation calculations 
must be established.  Because correlation calculations are meant to quantify how 
programs vary in relation to each over the same period of time, a standard time 
period must be established.  Since the most recent three years of data were 
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selected for analysis, each year will be broken into a first, second, third, and 
fourth quarter.  Programs with data for January, February, or March will be 
assigned to the first quarter of the appropriate year, programs with data for April, 
May, and June assigned to the second quarter, and so on.  Quarters where no 
data are available will be left blank, and the corresponding co-variance 
calculations will not be performed.  The average co-variance values will be 
computed using only the available number of co-variance data points. 
2. Defining an EVM Return Measure 
Given the standardized and normalized EVM data available for the five 
acquisition programs in the government portfolio, a suitable measure of program 
performance, or return, must be selected.   
EVM data are being used in this research due to their relationship with 
individual program performance and its availability.  As previously mentioned, 
one of the primary hurdles government financial managers face in attempting to 
apply MPT-based portfolio analysis is the lack of accessible, periodic data on 
individual program performance.  Government acquisition requirements specify 
that EVM data be collected for the specific purpose of government monitoring 
and management of program performance.  Thus by definition, EVM data are 
related to program performance.  The steady growth of internet-based databases 
continues to increase EVM data accessibility.  While EVM data have been 
accessible through various documents such as CPRs and CCDRs, gaining 
access to these documents has required coordination with numerous 
government entities and a significant “data-mining” time investment.  Online EVM 
databases now allow relatively easy access to a wide range of program data.  
These sources still tend to be relatively “grainy,” containing quarterly vice 
monthly data populated from different sources, but they do provide access that 
was previously lacking. 
It is also critical to recognize that while EVM data are being used, many of 
the specific EVM measures used by program managers are not relevant for 
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portfolio analysis.  While the program manager uses EVM data to identify, 
understand, and correct issues affecting program performance, the program 
portfolio manager uses EVM data to quantify program performance over time and 
compare these trends with other programs within the portfolio.  For example, 
while a program manager may use CV, SV, Percent Cost Variance (%CV), 
Percent Schedule Variance (%SV), Cost Performance Index (CPI), Schedule 
Performance Index (SPI), and other metrics to detect, quantify, analyze, predict, 
and correct program variances, the portfolio manager simply requires an overall 
measure to quantify the trends in cost and schedule.  The portfolio manager is 
not concerned with “fixing” programs.  The portfolio manager assumes that 
program managers are continually taking action to get the best performance 
possible from their programs.  Thus, the EVM metric sought by the portfolio 
manager is one that captures overall program schedule and cost performance 
over time. 
At the practical level, the typical government program portfolio is defined 
by organization and appropriation, and has a portfolio financial manager 
assigned to facilitate and monitor the flow of funds into and out of the portfolio.  
These government financial managers typically have two tasks: first, ensuring for 
the proper accounting and administration of portfolio funds, and second, making 
recommendations for program funding adjustments to meet directed portfolio 
funding changes.  An example of this second task would be direction to identify, 
by program and amount, cuts totaling some specified dollar amount to be shifted 
out of the portfolio to meet some higher priority requirement.  Conversely, the 
portfolio financial manager might be asked to identify, by program and amount, 
where additional funds might be expended within the portfolio.  To accomplish 
this task, the financial manager conducts some form of risk and return analysis in 
order to arrive at a recommendation.  With an understanding of why and to what 
end a program portfolio manager desires to use EVM data for portfolio analysis, 
potential portfolio EVM measures can be examined. 
One potential EVM measure for cost performance might be derived from 
the total actual cost of a program, as measured by the program’s Estimate At 
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Completion (EAC).  Calculating the difference between quarterly EACs and 
dividing by the earlier of the two EACs would yield a quarterly cost “rate of return” 
for the program.  This technique is elegant in that the substitution of EAC for 
“stock price” seems intuitively logical, since both stock price and the EAC 
represent accepted measures of total value or cost.  This measure also captures 
total program performance, since the EAC is derived from both cost and 
schedule measures.  However, an examination of the available program EVM 
data raises questions as to whether the EAC data provided are accurate enough 
to use.   
An inspection of the EAC data provided by Program A (Table 4) for the 
most recent year shows no change in EAC for the first three quarters and a 
decrease in the fourth quarter- although the SV and CV shrink and grow during 
the same period.  From inspection, it appears likely that the EAC provided is 
either: not updated regularly; not calculated using the same quarterly BCWS, 
BCWP, or ACWP data reported in DAMIR; or that judgment or expertise 
adjustments have been used in determining the reported EAC.    
In order to confirm the inaccuracy in the reported EAC data and to 
potentially calculate a more useable EAC, a re-calculation of the EAC from the 
core EVM data is attempted. Employing the Defense Acquisition University “Gold 
Card” EVM specified formula (DAU, 2005), 
EAC = ACWP + ((BAC – BCWP)/(BCWP/ACWP)) 
encounters the immediate problem of the lack of an available BAC value.  To 
attempt to derive a BAC for use in the EAC formula, the DAU Percent Complete 
formula (DAU, 2005) was rearranged to solve for BAC:  
 % Complete = (BCWP / BAC) * 100  becomes: 
BAC = (BCWP / % Complete) * 100 
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When this calculation is performed for Program A for different quarters, the 
computed program BAC is not constant, but varies.  Table 9 provides the 




Table 9.   Calculation of BAC for Program A. 
 
From Table 9 it is apparent that the BCWP and Percent Complete data 
are independently determined leading to a varying BAC value.  A potential cause 
for this inconsistency could be that the method used to determine Percent 
Complete varies from the method used to calculate BCWP.   This could occur if 
BCWP were determined using the 50/50 rule, while the Percent Complete was 
calculated by an assessment of WBS Work Package progress using different 
measures (i.e. number of units completed or expert opinion).  Alternatively, since 
Percent Complete is a derived value, meaning that it is calculated from other 
metrics, it is possible that the calculation is performed periodically using data 
available to the program at the time, and this calculation (from different time 
period data) is drawn fro a different source than the other data in DAMIR. 
In order to definitively reject EAC as a suitable portfolio analysis metric,  
the “average BAC” (a non-standard measure) calculated for Program A was used 
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to calculate the EAC (using the formula above).  The resulting calculated 
Program A EAC values are shown in the second to last column of Table 10. 
 
Table 10.   Calculation and Comparison of EACs for Program A. 
 
The fifth column of Table 10 lists the DAMIR provided “de facto” values for EAC, 
the seventh column provides this research’s calculated EAC, and the eighth 
column displays the difference between the two.   
Inspection of the Table 10 EAC values confirms that the EAC values 
provided by the program are not mathematically representative of the actual 
EAC.  As can be seen, the calculated EAC values for Program A’s most recent 
year vary for each of the quarters, while the EAC values provided by DAMIR vary 
only in the last quarter.  Since the BAC is found only in the numerator of the EAC 
equation, the differences between the calculated and provided EACs cannot be 
explained by simply having an incorrect BAC.  Rather, it is likely that the EAC, 
like Percent Complete, is not updated regularly or using the same data as 
reported quarterly in DAMIR.  
Independent of data consistency issues, using EAC may also be  
problematic due to its relatively long-term nature when compared to the 
government portfolio manager’s task of managing the current funding in flows 
and outflows.   Total program cost, which EAC estimates, is driven largely by 
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Congressional, organizational, and Program Manager decisions rather than by 
marginal portfolio manager funding decisions.  Referring to a stock example, 
using EAC as a “stock price” proxy may be like using a stock analysts’ “target 
price” (the estimated price of the stock one year) as the measure of performance.  
In rejecting EAC, this research now considers other measures of program rate of 
return which might be constructed using Cost and, or, Schedule measures.   
Given the inconsistencies in the provided EAC data as well as other 
conceptual issues, the use of this data as a “stock price” proxy for the 
government portfolio is unsuitable. Accordingly, neither the provided nor the 
calculated EAC can be recommended as a suitable program performance metric. 
An alternate program performance measure could be constructed using 
schedule performance data.  The difference of the SV (BCWP – BCWS) between 
two periods could be divided by the planned work (BCWS) to calculate a rate of 
return for schedule performance, or Percent SV.  While this measure provides 
useful information, it is of limited use to the government portfolio manager, since 
the portfolio manager has only one “control lever” – the ability to change the 
portfolio funding level and the relative distribution of funds within it.  The schedule 
performance of a program behind schedule may not change because more 
money is allocated to it, especially if the program is not expending its current 
funds.  This can occur because of technical difficulties or from delays beyond the 
program’s control.  Similarly, the removal of funding may not affect schedule 
performance until funding is reduced enough to slow work further.  Perhaps most 
importantly, this measure does not account for the actual expenditure of funds 
since it has no ACWP term. Thus, while a schedule rate of return measure could 
be used to aid portfolio management decisions, the measure provides no 
information regarding the rate of actual expenditures, which is the government 
financial manager’s primary task. 
In contrast, a similar performance measure constructed using the 
program’s CV and BCWP contains an actual expenditure measure.  A CV-based 
rate of return indicator directly reflects the effects of the portfolio manager’s 
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funding adjustments.  This cost rate of return measure would use the CV 
difference (BCWP – ACWP) between two periods, divided by the planned cost of 
the work completed (BCWP) to calculate a rate of return for cost performance.   
While this measure is similar to the standard EVM Percent CV (%CV), it differs in 
two ways: it is not expressed as a percentage, and it measures the rate of 
change between periods, vice within a period. The cost performance of the 
portfolio is directly tied to the cost performance of the component programs 
through the portfolio risk and return calculations. Thus, financial portfolio analysis 
using a cost performance rate of return will provide portfolio-weighting 
recommendations likely to meet the portfolio’s expenditure requirements.  
However, using the cost performance rate of return measure in isolation ignores 
additional EVM performance information of value to the portfolio manager, 
specifically schedule performance information, when making funding decisions. 
Because the cost performance rate of return measure only considers a 
program’s cost performance, the measure cannot distinguish between programs 
with the same cost rate of return, but different schedule performances.  For 
example, all other factors being equal, a portfolio manager would favor a 
program ten percent over budget and on-schedule to a program ten percent over 
budget and ten percent behind schedule; because, while the current funding 
profiles are identical, the on-schedule program may finish sooner at less total 
cost.  The cost performance rate of return measure answers the current funding 
question, but is mute on the longer-term cost requirements.  In fact, using a 
solely cost rate of return-based measure only marginally exploits the power of 
EVM, and might be otherwise performed using program expenditure rate data.   
In order to capture the value EVM in measuring overall program 
performance, a rate of return measure incorporating both cost and schedule is 
desired.  Such a measure can be constructed using Cost and Schedule 
Variances compared to the work performed.  As a rate metric, this measure 
would be calculated using the data from two periods to determine the change 
between periods.  The calculation sums the SV difference (BCWP – BCWS) 
between a particular period (annotated by a subscript “2”) and the previous 
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period (annotated by a subscript “1”), divided by the planned work for the period 
and the CV difference (BCWP – ACWP) divided by the work performed during 
the period: 
REVM = (SV2–SV1) / (BCWS2–BCWS1) + (CV2–CV1) / (BCWP2–BCWP1) 
   = (BCWP∆ – BCWS∆) / BCWS∆ + (BCWP∆ – ACWP∆) / BCWP∆  
The first term of the expanded equation above is simply the cost performance 
rate of return measure and the second term the schedule performance rate of 
return measure, as described above.  By summing these two measures, a rate of 
return reflecting the effects of both schedule and cost rates affecting a program 
are captured and used in the subsequent portfolio analysis.  For convenience, 
this rate of return is subsequently referred to as the EVM rate of return (REVM).   
The selection of REVM as a measure allows the program performance 
information resident in program EVM data to be incorporated into the portfolio 
analysis.  The choice to sum cost and schedule performance rates of return, vice 
using some other mathematical relation (such as multiplying the rates together) is 
mandated by REVM’s meaning within the subsequent portfolio analysis. REVM 
should proportionately represent overall program performance.  For instance, a 
program on-schedule and X percent over-budget, should have a rate of return 
higher than a program behind-schedule and X percent over-budget, and a 
program significantly under-budget and marginally ahead of schedule, should 
have a higher rate of return than a program significantly under-budget and on-
schedule.   Summing the cost and schedule performance rates of return gives 
this result.  If the rates of return were multiplied, a program significantly over-
budget and on schedule would have the same rate of return as a program 
significantly under-budget and fractionally behind schedule.   
Finally, because REVM is a rate measure calculated between multiple 
periods, trends are reflected rather than just the most recent situation.  Portfolio 
analysis using REVM does not attempt to answer why a trend exists, but simply 
what the trend is.  A program which has been on-budget and on-schedule may 
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have the same expected rate of return as a program that has bounced ahead of 
and behind-schedule while remaining on-cost. The deviations in the two 
programs REVM, however, would indicate the additional risk inherent in one 
program over the other.  It is up to the program manager to seek out and correct 
the root causes of this increased risk, the program manager’s success in this 
matter will be captured within REVM. Because the REVM captures the relevant 
program performance information contained in EVM data, REVM will be the rate of 
return measure used for this research’s EVM-based government portfolio 
analysis. 
3. Defining an EVM Risk Measure 
In the stock portfolio example, the accepted measure of risk was the 
variability of the observed rate of return quantified by the rate of return’s standard 
deviation.  Accordingly, the same measure of risk will be used in evaluating the 
EVM-based government portfolio.  
4. Selection of an EVM Portfolio Risk and Return Strategy 
The federal government faces risk and return issues just as private 
enterprises do; however, the goals of the government portfolio manager differ 
from a private-sector stock portfolio manager in several ways.  For instance, the 
stock portfolio manager is tasked with obtaining a suitable return at an 
acceptable level of risk, while the government financial manager is tasked to 
properly track all portfolio funds and to ensure that the portfolio collectively 
expends a defined dollar amount (without going over).  While a stock portfolio 
manager is rewarded for increasing the portfolio rate of return and, or lowering 
the portfolio’s risk, the government financial manager is not similarly motivated.  
While stock portfolio managers are able to buy and sell discrete pieces of 
companies via stock, the government portfolio manager cannot buy and sell 
equivalent discrete pieces of government programs.   Finally, while stock portfolio  
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managers typically have broad discretion in buying and selling stocks, 
government portfolio managers typically have little discretion in moving 
significant funds between programs. 
These public/private-sector differences may explain why financial portfolio 
analysis has not been broadly applied to government portfolios; however, they do 
not present barriers to the actual mechanics of the quantitative analysis or 
diminish the potential value of optimizing the risk and return of a government 
portfolio.  Indeed, government portfolio managers within the Department of 
Defense routinely perform risk and return trade-offs when faced with the 
requirement to cut the overall portfolio budget. Two commonly used ”risk and 
return” trade-off techniques are worth mentioning. 
The first commonly used “risk and return” trade-off when faced with a 
budget cut is for the financial manager to simply make the requisite percentage 
cut across all programs in the portfolio (McCaffery & Jones, 2004). The risk and 
return thinking of this approach is straightforward, every program loses the same 
percentage rate of return and assumes the same percentage of increased risk.  
While this approach ignores differences between programs which might make 
cuts of different magnitudes desirable, it is quick and easy to apply and fairly 
defensible, especially for small percentage cuts.   
The second common course of action is to identify portfolio programs not 
expending their funds at the rate foreseen and cutting the program for the 
amount of the current and projected spending rate shortfall (McCaffery et al., 
2004).  Again, the risk and return thinking here is clear; programs not expending 
funds at the planned rate are probably behind, lessening their return and 
increasing their risk.  By reducing these programs, the overall portfolio 
performance should be no worse than the already developing trend.  Additional 
benefits of this strategy are: that the expenditure rate data are readily available to 
the financial portfolio manager and that the reduction is tied to program 
performance (can the program spend money). However, as mentioned earlier, 
this approach does not recognize that the expenditure of funds in accordance  
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with plan does not mean that planned program work is being accomplished.  It is 
entirely conceivable that program funds are expended regularly without 
producing the desired result. 
While the existence of these “risk and return” strategies confirms that the 
government is interested in the idea of managing portfolio risk and return, both 
strategies are only loosely aligned to program performance and both methods fail 
to account for the potential benefits of evaluating each program in the context of 
the whole portfolio.  The application of financial portfolio analysis contemplated 
by this research aims to allow the government portfolio manager to link funding 
decisions to program performance and to reap the benefit of program interactions 
within the portfolio.   
In order to apply financial portfolio analysis, a portfolio strategy for risk and 
return must be defined.  Given that government portfolio managers are tasked 
with and judged by their ability to closely meet, but not exceed expenditure 
targets, a portfolio strategy of minimizing the risk of overspending is warranted.  
To minimize portfolio risk, the initial portfolio’s expected rate of return must be 
calculated.  Since government portfolios are largely defined and established by 
law or high-level policy, the desired rate of return will be assumed to be the 
current portfolio’s rate of return.  In the case of the selected government portfolio, 
the dollar weightings for each of the programs within the portfolio are defined as 
follows: 
WA = portfolio weighting of Program A 
WB = portfolio weighting of Program B 
WC = portfolio weighting of Program C 
WD = portfolio weighting of Program D 
WE =  portfolio weighting of Program E 
To determine current portfolio weightings, the annual budgets of the five 
government programs are added up. Since annual program budget data are not 
readily available, the initial dollar value of the sum of the expenditures for each 
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program over the most recent year as determined by ACWP will be used.  The 
dollar value of a program is determined by subtracting the most recent monthly 
ACWP from the ACWP for the same month of the previous year. Thus, the dollar 
value of Program A (Table 4) is, $1421.5 (Nov 06) minus $935.4 (Nov 05), or 
$486.1. For programs where same-month data for the previous year are not 
available, or where re-baselining occurs, the nearest appropriate month’s ACWP 
is used and the resulting value divided by a “annualizing” factor calculated by 
dividing the number of months between the two ACWP values by the number of 
months in a year (12).  Thus, the dollar value of Program B (Table 5, re-
baselined) is, $1367.4 (Sep 06) minus $1042.7 (Dec 05), divided by the 
normalizing factor of 0.75 (9 months divided by 12 months), or $432.9.  
Using the EVM data contained in Tables 4 through 8, program returns, 
risks, and co-variances were calculated and are presented in Table 11.  
 
 
Table 11.   Summary of Program Returns, Standard Deviations, and Co-variances. 
 
Summing the product of each program’s EVM rate of return and existing 
relative portfolio weight in accordance with the formula: 
REVMPort = WA(REVM-A)+WB(REVM-B)+WC(REVM-C)+WD(REVM-D)+WE(REVM-E) 
   = .240(-.169)+.214(.014)+.092(-.016)+.067(.073)+.387(-.079) 
   = -0.0648  or  -6.476% 
 
The current five-program government portfolio has a rate of return (REVMPort) of 
negative 6.476 percent. This rate of return will be the base rate of return used in 
the subsequent analysis. Given that the computed rate of return is likely to lie on 
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the bottom of the portfolio Risk-Return curve, a strategy of improving return and 
lowering risk by moving toward the inflection point will be pursued. 
D. EVM PORTFOLIO OPTIMIZATION MODELS 
This research will use two models to optimize the five-program 
government portfolio.  The first model will mirror the five-stock example portfolio 
seeking to find optimal program weightings within the portfolio that minimize risk 
while maintaining the current return.  This largely unconstrained model will 
establish a standard for comparison of the second, constrained optimization 
model. The constrained optimization model is designed to more accurately model 
the limitations faced by government financial managers overseeing a portfolio of 
programs.  
1. EVM Optimization Model 
At least a negative 6.476 percent rate of return on the five-program 
government portfolio is desired, matching the current portfolio performance.  The 
non-linear model’s Decision Variables will be the weightings of the individual 
programs within the portfolio: 
WA = portfolio weighting of Program A 
WB = portfolio weighting of Program B 
WC = portfolio weighting of Program C 
WD = portfolio weighting of Program D 
WE =  portfolio weighting of Program E 
The model’s Objective Function mathematically describes the five-
program government portfolio’s aggregate risk, and pursues a minimization 




VarPort = WA2σA2 + WB2σB2 + WC2σC2 + WD2σD2  + WE2σE2   
     + 2(WAWBcovAB) + 2(WAWCcovAC) + 2(WAWDcovAD) 
     + 2(WAWEcovAE) + 2(WBWCcovBC) + 2(WBWDcovBD)  
     + 2(WBWEcovBE) + 2(WCWDcovCD) + 2(WCWEcovCE)  
     + 2(WDWEcovDE) 
The square root of the variance of the portfolio will be taken to determine the 
portfolio’s standard deviation. 
The non-linear model constraints are defined as follows:  the weighting of 
the various portfolio stocks must be non-negative, the determined weightings of 
individual programs must sum to the whole, and the expected quarterly rate of 
return for the portfolio must be greater than or equal to -6.476%.  These 
constraints are expressed mathematically as: 
WA, WB, WC, WD, WE ≥ 0  
WA + WB + WC + WD + WE = 1  
RPort≥ -0.06476 ≥ WA(-.169)+WB(.014)+WC(-.016)+WD(.073)+WE(-.079) 
The Decision Variables, Objective Function, and Constraints are entered 
into Microsoft Excel,™ the linear model assumption is deselected, and the Solver 
function activated to produce a set of individual stock weightings giving the 
minimum portfolio risk while achieving at least the desired portfolio quarterly rate 
of return. 
2. Constrained EVM Optimization Model 
The constrained optimization model uses the same Decision Variables 
and the Objective Function as defined in the previous optimization model.  
However, this model must account for additional limitations typically placed on a 
government portfolio manager. 
Typically, a government financial manager may be asked to recommend 
where funding can be reduced in order to meet higher priority, emergent needs.  
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These requests typically require a certain dollar value, or percent to be removed 
from the aggregate portfolio, with the portfolio manager tasked with 
recommending which programs to reduce.  While the portfolio manager is asked 
to recommend reductions, further allocation recommendations are usually 
discouraged.  In other words, the portfolio manager can cut, but not use the 
opportunity to redistribute (making additional cuts to some programs in order to 
add to others).  Finally, because government programs have been approved and 
funded through established processes, dramatic program budget reductions are 
discouraged.  In practice, this may be translated into a maximum allowable 
percentage of program reduction.  
To demonstrate these limitations, this research will assume that a five 
percent overall portfolio reduction is sought, no programs may have funds added, 
and that no program can take more than a twenty percent cut from its annual 
budget.  The required constraints are expressed mathematically as: 
WA, WB, WC, WD, WE ≥ 0 (non-negativity) 
-0.06476 ≥ WA(-.169)+WB(.014)+WC(-.016)+WD(.073)+WE(-.079) (Return) 
WA + WB + WC + WD + WE = 1  (Weightings must total) 
WA ≤ ((Orig WA / (1 – Port % Rdctn))      (no addition to programs) 
      ≤ ((.24046) / (1 – .05)) = 0.25316   | 
WB  ≤ (.21416) / (1 – .05)) = 0.22543   | 
WC ≤ (.09175) / (1 – .05)) = 0.09658    | 
WD  ≤ (.06703) / (1 – .05)) = 0.07056   | 
WE  ≤ (.38660) / (1 – .05)) = 0.40625   | 
WA ≥ ((1 – Max Cut %) / (1 – Port % Rdctn))(Orig WA) (no cut > 20%) 
      ≥ ((1 – .20) / (1 – .05))(.24046) = 0.20249  |      
WB  ≥ ((1 – .20) / (1 – .05))(.21416) = 0.18035  | 
WC ≥ ((1 – .20) / (1 – .05))(.09175) = 0.07726   | 
WD  ≥ ((1 – .20) / (1 – .05))(.06703) = 0.05645   | 
WE  ≥ ((1 – .20) / (1 – .05))(.38660) = 0.32556   | 
The Decision Variables, Objective Function, and Constraints are entered 
into Microsoft Excel,™ the linear model assumption is deselected, and the Solver 
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function activated to produce a set of individual stock weightings giving the 
minimum portfolio risk while achieving at least the desired portfolio quarterly rate 
of return, while satisfying the specified constraints.  Of note, the specified 
constraints could result in there being no solution meeting the specified 
requirements.  In this case, incrementally reducing the rate of return constraint 
should allow a solution. 
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IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
In accordance with the methodology described above, the EVM data for 
the representative government five-program acquisition portfolio was normalized, 
the program statistical measures calculated, the portfolio co-variances computed, 
a theoretically optimum portfolio determined, and six constrained, locally-
optimum portfolios determined.   
The quantitative changes in portfolio risk and return between the initial 
portfolio and the optimized portfolios are presented.  The effects of portfolio 
constraints on portfolio performance are discussed.  
A. THE OPTIMIZED EVM GOVERNMENT PORTFOLIO 
1. Calculation of Program Statistical Measures 
Individual program statistical measures are presented in Tables 12 
through 16, below.  Each table contains: EVM data report date, period (number 
of months) between report dates, period normalization factor to convert to a 
standard three-month quarter, core EVM data (BCWS, BCWP, ACWP, CV, and 
SV), normalized Cost Variance and Schedule Variance rates of return (RCV and 
RSV), the EVM rate of return (REVM), computed deviations of REVM, and the 
determined REVM variances.  The bottom of each table has calculated averages, 
with the average (or expected) program REVM and standard deviation highlighted.  
 


















Table 16.   Performance Calculations for Program E. 
 
Inspection of program data shows REVM’s ranging from -16.87 (Program A) 
to +7.29 percent (Program D), and standard deviations running from 8.06 
(Program C) to 60.79 percent (Program D).  With two exceptions, RCV and RSV 
values are negative, indicating program costs tend to grow and schedules tend to 
slow.  Program B has no data (blank fields) for periods where program resets (re-
baselines) occurred.  Finally, it is noted that Program C is a recent start and has 
little more than half the amount of data points of the other programs. 
2. Calculation of Portfolio Statistical Measures 
Using the program statistical measures above, portfolio measures were 
calculated and are presented in Tables 17 through 21, below.  Each table 
contains: a normalized alignment quarter, program deviation data, and the 
calculated co-variances between the programs.  The bottom of each table 
contains the computed co-variance sums, averages, and correlation coefficients 
for each program pairing.   
While not required for the analysis, the correlation coefficient is provided 
as a calculation check and informational purposes.  A correlation coefficient of 
one means the paired programs move in perfect synchronization (pairings of a 
program to itself should be perfectly correlated), a negative one indicates that the 
programs move in perfectly opposite directions, and zero indicates no 
relationship between the pairings.  An inspection of the computed correlation 
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coefficients indicates that although all the programs are physically similar in 
nature, their performances vary significantly from one another from period to 
period.  For instance, inspection of Program A’s correlation coefficients in Table 
17 indicate that programs B and C are relatively uncorrelated with Program A 
(coefficients near zero), while Program E is fairly positively correlated, and 
Program D is fairly negatively correlated.  All things being equal, a portfolio with 
Programs A and D would be less risky than other Program A pairings.   
 


















Table 21.   Paired Co-variance Calculations for Program E. 
 
Although the average co-variances are the values to be used in 
subsequent calculations, an inspection of the correlation coefficients for 
comparison purposes is illuminating.  The correlation coefficients range from a 
high of 0.90 to a low of negative 0.58.   This range of values indicates that 
despite all five programs being naval aircraft acquisitions, the programs are not 
uniform in quarterly performance relative to each other.  The range of correlation 
coefficient values indicates room for portfolio improvement exists. 
3. Optimal Portfolio Weighting 
In order to fully mirror the previous oil-sector stock portfolio example, the 
government program portfolio was analyzed using the same non-linear model to 
provide an optimal portfolio solution.  Table 22 provides a summary of the values 
derived from program EVM data, used in the model. 
 
Table 22.   Summary of Government Program Portfolio Statistics. 
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The plot of the risk and return efficient frontier values calculated from the 
non-linear model for an optimized government program portfolio is shown in 
Figure 5.  The plot indicates that risk can be lowered and return improved up to 
the diagramed inflection point.   REVM can be improved to -2.6 from an initial 
portfolio REVM of -6.476 percent and risk reduced from 6.95 to 5.02 percent.  
Stated in terms of percent improvement, optimization of the government portfolio 










Optimizing the portfolio as above, results in changes to individual program 
funding levels as displayed in Table 23.  The table provides the initial program 
budget, the optimized revised budget, the dollar amount of the change, the 
percentage change, and the initial and optimized program weights within the 
portfolio.   
 
Table 23.   Optimized Portfolio Program Funding Levels and Weightings. 
 
Inspection of the optimized portfolio highlights the shortcomings of the 
pure optimization of government program portfolios.  For example, while selling 
45 percent of a particular stock is straightforward, cutting Program A’s budget by 
45 percent is not, for contractual, programmatic, and practical manufacturing 
reasons.  Similarly, while purchasing large amounts of stocks is fairly direct, 
increasing the funding of a program by 626 percent will not instantly generate the 
planned return due to practical production expansion difficulties.  Finally, while 
626 percent more “cargo planes” and zero “jet fighters” might be financially 
efficient, it certainly would not be operationally desired or required.  Accordingly, 
while an optimized program portfolio can be generated, the practical difficulties in 
implementing large changes in production, coupled with the operational 
undesirability of these changes, makes direct application of program portfolio 
optimization impractical.   
B. THE CONSTRAINED EVM GOVERNMENT PORTFOLIO  
While direct optimization is largely academic, constrained optimization, 
within the bounds of typical government portfolio financial manager tasking, is 
more practically oriented.  As previously discussed, Department of Defense 
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financial managers are often tasked with managing portfolios of appropriation 
categories, not unlike the five-program portfolio considered by this research. Two 
typical portfolio constraints are: program-funding cannot be increased by moving 
funds from other portfolio programs, and that individual program-funding cannot 
be cut more than a specified percentage.  
1. Calculation of Program Statistical Measures 
The program performance measures calculated and displayed in Tables 
12 through 16, above, are the same measures used in the constrained non-linear 
model. 
2. Calculation of Portfolio Statistical Measures 
The portfolio statistical measures calculated and displayed in Tables 17 
through 21 and summarized in Table 22, above, are the same measures used in 
the constrained non-linear model. 
3. Constrained Optimal Portfolio Weighting 
Six constrained portfolio examples are presented.  Overall portfolio 
funding reduction constraints of three, five, and seven percent were analyzed, 
each further constrained with maximum program cuts equal to either three-times 
or four-times the overall portfolio reduction.  Constrained analysis results for a 
portfolio-funding cut of three percent and individual program cuts of no more than 
nine and twelve percent are presented in Figures 6 and 7, and the accompanying 
funding distributions and weightings in Tables 24 and 25. 
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Figure 6.   Constrained 3% Overall Portfolio Funding Cut, 9% Maximum Program 




Table 24.   Constrained 3% Overall Portfolio Funding Cut, 9% Maximum Program 
Cut, Portfolio Program Funding Levels and Weightings. 
 
The Figure 6 plot indicates that risk can be lowered and return improved 
up to the diagramed inflection point.   Specifically, REVM can be improved to -6.3 
from an initial portfolio REVM of -6.476 percent and risk reduced from 7.87 to 7.80 
percent.  Stated in terms of percent improvement, optimization of the constrained 
portfolio improved the portfolio’s REVM 2.72 percent and reduced portfolio risk 




Figure 7.   Constrained 3% Overall Portfolio Funding Cut, 12% Maximum 





Table 25.   Constrained 3% Overall Portfolio Funding Cut, 12% Maximum Program 
Cut, Portfolio Program Funding Levels and Weightings. 
 
The Figure 7 plot indicates that REVM can be improved to -6.2 from an 
initial portfolio REVM of -6.476 percent and risk reduced from 7.82 to 7.78 percent. 
In percent improvement terms, optimization of the constrained portfolio improved 
the portfolio’s REVM 4.26 percent and reduced portfolio risk 0.52 percent.  
Recommended funding changes are found in Table 25. 
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Constrained analysis results for a portfolio-funding cut of five percent and 
individual program cuts of no more than fifteen and twenty percent are presented 
in Figures 8 and 9, and the accompanying funding distributions and weightings in 
Tables 26 and 27. 
 
Figure 8.   Constrained 5% Overall Portfolio Funding Cut, 15% Maximum 





Table 26.   Constrained 5% Overall Portfolio Funding Cut, 15% Maximum Program 
Cut, Portfolio Program Funding Levels and Weightings. 
 
The Figure 8 plot indicates that REVM can be improved to -6.2 from an 
initial portfolio REVM of -6.476 percent and risk reduced from 7.84 to 7.71 percent. 
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In percent improvement terms, optimization of the constrained portfolio improved 
the portfolio’s REVM 4.26 percent and reduced portfolio risk 1.61 percent.  
Recommended funding changes are found in Table 26.  While the reduction in 
risk is small, it is quantifiable.   
 
 
Figure 9.   Constrained 5% Overall Portfolio Funding Cut, 20% Maximum 





Table 27.   Constrained 5% Overall Portfolio Funding Cut, 20% Maximum Program 




The Figure 9 plot indicates that REVM can be improved to -6.1 from an 
initial portfolio REVM of -6.476 percent and risk reduced from 7.81 to 7.68 percent. 
In percent improvement terms, optimization of the constrained portfolio improved 
the portfolio’s REVM 5.81 percent and reduced portfolio risk 1.67 percent.  
Recommended funding changes are found in Table 27. 
Constrained analysis results for a portfolio-funding cut of ten percent and 
individual program cuts of no more than thirty and forty percent are presented in 
Figures 10 and 11, and the accompanying funding distributions and weightings in 
Tables 28 and 29. 
 
 
Figure 10.   Constrained 10% Overall Portfolio Funding Cut, 30% Maximum 






Table 28.   Constrained 10% Overall Portfolio Funding Cut, 30% Maximum Program 
Cut, Portfolio Program Funding Levels and Weightings. 
 
The Figure 10 plot indicates that REVM can be improved to -5.9 from an 
initial portfolio REVM of -6.476 percent and risk reduced from 7.77 to 7.49 percent. 
In percent improvement terms, optimization of the constrained portfolio improved 
the portfolio’s REVM 8.89 percent and reduced portfolio risk 3.56 percent.  




Figure 11.   Constrained 10% Overall Portfolio Funding Cut, 40% Maximum 






Table 29.   A Constrained 10% Overall Portfolio Funding Cut, 40% Maximum 
Program Cut, Portfolio Program Funding Levels and Weightings. 
 
The Figure 11 plot indicates that REVM can be improved to -5.7 from an 
initial portfolio REVM of -6.476 percent and risk reduced from 7.74 to 7.45 percent. 
In percent improvement terms, optimization of the constrained portfolio improved 
the portfolio’s REVM 11.98 percent and reduced portfolio risk 3.85 percent.  
Recommended funding changes are found in Table 29. A summary of the 
various constrained portfolios and their respective improvements in risk and 
return is presented in Table 30. 
 
 
Table 30.   Summary of Constrained Portfolio Optimization Results. 
 
The overall results of the constrained portfolio analysis indicate that both 
risk and return can be quantitatively improved using financial portfolio analysis 
when making required portfolio funding cuts.  Since REVM represents the rate of 
change (return) of both cost and schedule variances,2 an improvement in REVM 
represents an improvement in overall portfolio CV and SV performance.  Further, 
                                            
2 Remember that the “variances” discussed in EVM are not the same as the mathematical 
variances of statistics, but are simply the difference between planned and actual values. 
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these improvements can be realized with an accompanying reduction in the risk 
(standard deviation) of the portfolio up to a minimum risk inflection point.  
An examination of the constrained EVM portfolio REVM versus σEVM plot 
reveals two trends.  First, the inflection points of the plotted efficient frontiers 
become less sharp, the larger the allowed individual program cuts become 
relative to the overall portfolio cut.  The “blunter” the efficient frontier curve, the 
greater the improvement of REVM from its initial portfolio value, since the efficient 
frontier curve takes longer to reach a vertical inflection point.  For the same 
reason, a “blunter” curve produces smaller incremental improvements in portfolio 
risk.  In cases where the efficient frontier curve is already “blunt,” increases in the 
maximum individual cut percentage relative to the overall portfolio cut can result 
in less overall risk reduction compared to lower relative percentages.   
Second, the closer the maximum individual program cut percentage is to 
the overall portfolio percentage cut, the smaller the feasible efficient frontier 
becomes.  In other words, the closer the overall portfolio cut and maximum 
individual program percentage cuts are to one another, the smaller the feasible 
segment of the efficient frontier curve becomes. This can be seen when 
comparing Figures 6 and 7, 8 and 9, and 10 and 11.  While the efficient frontier 
curves are different in each figure, the feasible portion of the curve shrinks from 
the top, down. At the extreme, where the overall portfolio cut and maximum 
individual program cuts are equal, the only feasible solution is the point equal to 
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 
A. APPLICATION OF EVM-BASED PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS 
This research has successfully demonstrated an application of financial 
portfolio analysis techniques to a sample government acquisition program 
portfolio using Earned Value Management data as a proxy for “stock price.”   
Where changes in stock price over time allow a rate of return to be calculated for 
a stock, changes in schedule and cost over time allow an “EVM rate of return” 
(REVM) to be computed.  The direct application of a non-linear portfolio 
optimization model using REVM produced an optimally weighted program portfolio 
of little practical value.  However, a modified non-linear portfolio optimization 
model accounting for “real-world” portfolio manager constraints, produced useful 
portfolio weighting recommendations suitable for further consideration and 
possible implementation.  The application of EVM-based government program 
portfolio analysis has several advantages and limitations. 
1. Advantages of EVM-based Portfolio Analysis 
EVM-based portfolio analysis presents four distinct advantages: it is a 
quantitative method, it is aligned with program performance, it is readily 
scaleable, and it addresses a practical need.  
Government financial management decision-makers generally prefer to 
base decisions on quantitative evaluation methods.  The analysis of 
independently gathered EVM data in accordance with accepted financial portfolio 
analysis practices allows a quantitative comparison of portfolio risk and return.  
The ability to indicate that a proposed action is expected to increase portfolio 
return by a quantifiable percentage, while reducing portfolio risk by quantifiable 
percentage, is preferable to more generalized methods.  A quantitative approach 
also has the potential to reduce perceptions that higher-level government 
financial manager portfolio decisions are made arbitrarily. 
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Portfolio analysis based on component program EVM data directly links 
the government’s primary program performance measuring system, the EVM 
System, to financial decisions regarding the overall portfolio.  Because EVM data 
provide program cost and schedule performance measures used by the program 
manager, basing portfolio analysis on the same measures is organizationally 
consistent.  Since programs are assessed against planned schedule and cost at 
the program level, the incorporation of schedule and cost rates of change within 
the REVM metric maintains a program performance linkage at the higher level of 
program portfolio management.   The use of historical EVM data, as compared to 
historical stock data, has the added advantage of being a fairly reliable indicator 
of future performance.  While historical stock prices are the best indication of 
future prices, the correlation between past and future is notoriously variable.  The 
EVM System, on the other hand, has been shown to be fairly predictive in its 
ability to forecast future cost (Christensen et al., 2002). 
The nature of portfolio statistical analysis is applicable to a portfolio of 
programs, a portfolio of portfolios, or any mixture of the two. This characteristic 
makes portfolio analysis broadly scaleable (Reilly et al., 2003).  For example, 
aircraft programs with numerous contracts for the power-plant, radar, and 
airframe can be formed into an overall “aircraft type” portfolio, and the resulting 
“aircraft type” portfolio statistics used within a larger “fixed-wing aircraft” portfolio.  
This “scalability” makes portfolio analysis at any level manageable and directly 
relevant to the decisions made at that level.    
Finally, the portfolio analysis performed in this research addresses a 
practical need.  Government financial managers are often tasked to identify 
programs as potential funding cut candidates.  The relatively distant relationship 
of the government portfolio financial manager with the various programs being 
financially managed, makes informed decision-making challenging.  As a tool, 
EVM-based Financial Portfolio Analysis, allows the government financial 
manager to make rational, financially based, portfolio recommendations.  While 
this analysis tool is by no means exclusive, meaning that other considerations 
(for instance political or operational requirements) must still be considered, it 
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does give the government financial manager an additional tool with which to 
guide decisions.  The recommendations gleaned from program portfolio analysis 
can also be fed back into the defense planning, programming, and budgeting 
processes as additional input for consideration when determining future program 
mixes. 
2. Limitations of EVM-based Portfolio Analysis 
While promising, the EVM-based portfolio analysis examined in this 
research has several important limitations.  First and foremost, EVM-based 
portfolio analysis is simply an additional analytical tool, not a solution.  EVM-
based portfolio analysis should not be used as a stand-alone method for financial 
program portfolio decisions, but in conjunction with current techniques, overall 
political and financial guidance, and consultation with program managers to 
facilitate fully informed decision-making.  Some additional EVM-based portfolio 
analysis limitations include: alignment with portfolio manager’s short-term goals, 
limited numbers of programs with EVM data, the granularity of high-level EVM 
data, and implementation hurdles.   
While the incorporation of program performance within portfolio analysis is 
an overall advantage, the government portfolio financial manager has short-term 
expenditure goals that may not be fully served by the portfolio analysis model 
presented.  Specifically, government portfolio financial managers are charged 
with ensuring the timely annual expenditure of portfolio funds.  The REVM based 
model takes into account schedule variances, which although ultimately affecting 
overall program cost, may, in the short-term have less impact on expenditures.  
For example, a program with an increasing negative EVM schedule variance 
(increasingly falling behind schedule) but within budget, and a program with an 
increasing negative cost variance trend (increasingly over-budget) but on 
schedule, are interchangeable within the analysis, but have different short-term 
expenditure profiles.  The increasingly behind schedule program expends no 
money in the short-term because the schedule slippage defers costs to the 
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future, while the increasingly over-budget program is expending funds in the 
present.  The optimized rate of return assumes both these “expenditures” occur 
in the present, decreasing the overall fidelity of the model as compared to the 
portfolio manager’s short-term goal.  
Another shortcoming with REVM based portfolio analysis is that EVM data 
are only required for certain programs within a typical government portfolio.  
Many portfolios include programs in the life-cycle maintenance phase, where 
EVM data are not required.  Even programs within the acquisition process may 
not require EVM data be collected due to dollar threshold requirements or 
contract type.  This research is silent on methods to combine EVM and non-EVM 
programs within the portfolio analysis framework. 
The EVM data used in this research were reported in different months, for 
different periods, for different programs.  Although the EVM data were generally 
quarterly data, the inconsistencies between programs, and the relatively long 
period, made the alignment of program data for correlation purposes difficult.  
Any lack of alignment affects the resultant correlations (co-variance calculations) 
and overall risk measurement.  Access to more frequently reported and aligned 
EVM data would certainly improve overall portfolio analysis. 
Finally, the requirements for data collection, normalization, alignment, and 
calculation for this research’s five-program portfolio were fairly rigorous and time-
consuming.  The routine application of EVM-based program portfolio analysis 
would require a significant initial investment in process engineering, managerial 
time, and information technology support to realize consistent, broader benefits.  
B. POTENTIAL FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH 
Potential areas for additional research include: the conduct of a budgeting 
comparative method study; the identification of additional, potentially broader 
metrics with which to conduct financial portfolio analysis on non-acquisition 
programs; the potential application of portfolio analysis within requirements  
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generation planning; and research into additional potential corollaries between 
accepted financial market models and the proposed EVM-based portfolio 
approach. 
1. Budgeting Comparative Method Study 
The conduct of a study comparing current expenditure rate methods and 
the EVM-based portfolio analysis method demonstrated in this research in order 
to determine which method generates superior recommendations.   The lack of 
access to historical expenditure data precluded comparisons during the course of 
this research.  If the results of the contemplated study indicate that both methods 
generate similar recommendations, the simpler method would likely be favored.  
2. Alternate Portfolio Analysis Measures 
The identification of additional portfolio-specific metrics with which to 
conduct financial portfolio analysis of government non-acquisition portfolios 
would be beneficial in extending the applicability of this research.  A potential 
example might be the development of an Operations and Maintenance (O&M) 
appropriations VM-like variance measure which could be used to conduct 
financial portfolio analysis of O&M portfolios.   Recommendations on how 
portfolios using alternate measures might be combined in order to conduct 
quantitative analysis of portfolios containing both acquisition and life-cycle 
maintenance platforms could be pursued.  
3. Portfolio Analysis in Support of Requirements Planning 
While this research concentrated on combining existing EVM data and 
financial portfolio analysis as an additional practical tool for government portfolio 
managers, the portfolio analysis approach could be much more broadly applied.  
Additional research into the application of portfolio analysis during requirements 
definition has the potential to add a powerful analytical tool at an early stage 
where overall life-cycle costs are often locked-in by programmatic choices.  A 
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suggested potential application might be to replace the rate of return value with 
an operational objective such as enemy attrition.  Weapons systems that produce 
enemy attrition might then be correlated by how often they are purchased or 
used together, and enemy attrition “optimized” using the portfolio analysis 
techniques demonstrated in this research.3 
4. Applications of other Financial Models to EVM-based Analysis 
Finally, within the private financial sector, portfolio analysis is intertwined 
with several other financial models.  For instance, in stock valuation, the Capital 
Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) often provides the returns used in portfolio theory 
analysis.  Further research exploring potential corollaries between the CAPM 
within an EVM-based approach might further illuminate potentially useful 
relationships.  Alternatives to the CAPM, such as consumption betas or Arbitrage 
Pricing Theory (APT) could also be explored.4  
 
 
                                            
3 This application presented by Professor Nayantara Hensel during class portfolio analysis 
discussions at the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey. 
4 From thesis review discussions with Professor Nayantara Hensel. 
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